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SLIEl\1A: A STUDY IN URBAN GROWTH 

Paul V. Mifsud 

Sliema, since 1948 1 the' largest 
town in the Maltese Islands, has been 
in existence for only about a century 
and a'. half and has attained its role 
as a major Maltese settlement less 
than a century ago (Table TWo}: 

Diagram A shows the geology of 
Sliema to consist of a limestone· rock 
outcrop that descends down to sea 
level from heights of anout 33 meters .. 
The outcrop has been dissected by 
eastward-flowing valleys such as 
Wied Mejxu, and Wied il-Kbir /Wied 
Gtlomor. The valleys are now deeply 
entrenched in the country rock The 
waters they drain have swept the 
land of practically all the loose mate
rial which now forms the partly 
inundated, partly reclaimed, tin:y 
alluvial plains at the heads of the 
three . creeks of MSida, Lazzaretto 
and Sliema and of the three bays of 
BaUuta, St Julian's and St George's. 

Lang's map of Soils of' Malta and 
GOZl) 2 came much too late to record 
the. type. of soil, if any, that covered 
part of the Sliema peninsula. The 

map, however, shows that the land 
surrounding Sliema has xerorendsina 
soils which, having been developed in 
dry, semi-arid climates, have stronly 
varying structures and textures, and 
occur mainly in higher land reaches. 
They are brownish in colour and 
relatively useful for crop cultivation 
if well-watered if underwatered, be
ing of calcereous rock origin, they 
become alkaline and lose their 
fertility;;) If the Sliema peninsula had 
good soil and the necessary amounts 
of fresh water some kind of farming 
must have taken place prior to town 
development. 

Blouet's thesis 4 includes a. large 
assortment of diagrams of the Mal
tese Islands depicting in various' 
manners the successive and, at times, 
complex local land uses up till 1798. 
Blouet shows places with the adjective 
'XAGHRA' meaning 'waste land'; 
places with the term 'MANDRE' 
meaning livestock enclosUl'es; places 
where 'GIARDINI' 5 were recorded by 
famous, historians such as Abela; the 

1. The M'alta Census in Abstract of the Maltese Islands 1947/48 p. 8, Malta, 1948. 
2. D.M. Lang, Soils of Malta and Gozo, London, 1960. 
3. Sir D. Stamp (ed), A Glossary of Geographical Terms, second edition, London, 

1966, p.491. 
4. B.\V. Blouet, 'The Changing Landscape of Malta during the rule of the Order of 

St. John of Jersusalem, 1530 - 1798' - a Ph.D. thesis, a photocopy of which is 
to be found in the' Melitensia' section of the Old University Library; pp.75, 76, 84, 
99-113, 142. 

5. 'GIARDINI' were fields usually situated in small, sheltered valleys served by pe_ 
rennial springs and produced a wide variety of crops. 
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'CASALS' 6 visited by Duzzina in 
1575; distribution of settlements in 
the years 1436, 1603, 1617 and 1650; 
the roads pattern in c. 1650; and the 
distribution of windmills in c. 1800. 
In all of these references the Sliema 
area is a blank. There seems. to have 
been no economic activities in Sliema 
till after the arrival of the British. 
Only in three diagrams does Blouet 
record a passing reference . to the 
area. 

InFig4.2 Blouet shoYifs that in t11,e 
early 17 century the estuary of Wied 
il-BaUuta used to consist of an 
'GHADIRA' - 'a temporary lake'. 
This would be the fIat, U - shaped 
space at the head of Balluta Bay 
occupied today by the T junction of 
the Sliema coast-road and the steep 
main. road that joins Balluta to the 
Savoy Hill. Fig 4.5. shows that bet
ween c. 1650 and c. 1680 the Grand 
Master gave two plots of land on the 
Sliema peninsula just north of Dragut 
Point ·on long lease. Fig 6.3 is a 
photocopy of a sketch plan that was 
drawn as part of a proposal for the 
construction of a fortress on Dragut 
Point. The proposal, which seems to 
have included a scheme for a settle
ment within the fortifications, was 
submitted· to de Vilhena. 

The 'Ghadira' referred to in Fig 
4.2 by Blouet would have scared 
away would-be settlers because of 
the dangers. of mal aria i.e. water
borne, - disease - infected air that 
would be brought about by stagnant 
water after rains. The two applicants 
who were granted land in the third 

quarter. of the 17th century (Blouet's 
Fig 4.5 mentioned above) are, as yet, 
unknown. They may not have suc
ceeded in developing their plots of 
land since their venture does not 
appear to have attracted other 
settlers. The town-fortress plan 
quoted in Blouefs Fig 6.3 was partly 
shelved due to lack of funds - only 
Fort Tigne was built. 

Other sources, apart from Blouet, 
show that the Sliema area remained 
a complete wasteland till well into 
the 18th century. A map of Malta by 
a French cartographer, Echelle, 
cl700 found at the National Malta 
Library introduces details such as the 
Aqueduct (1610 - 1614) and the 
country churches dedicated to St 
Julian and St George overlooking the 
bays of St Julian and St George res
pectively. On this particular map the 
Sliema peninsula appears as an 
empty, hilly region. 

An interesting problem is why 
Sliema developed after Val etta con
sidering that physically speaking, the 
two peninsulas have many character
istics in common. 

1. Both the 'Sciberras' and the 
'Sliema' peninsulas are severly 
deficient in the supply of fresh 
water - one can note the absence 
of windmills in Sliema in the map 
referred to above· and the many 
efforts by the Order to supply 
water to the City of Valletta. 
2. Both peninsulas were rugged 
and dissected by deep, narrow val
leys that, especially in Valetta, cut 

6. 'CASAL' is the old Maltese term for village, 'HAL' having been reserved for 
large settlements. 
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TABLE ONE: ACREAGE OF THE .HARBOURS 

Harbour Area (Km2) Area (Hectares) Length of 
Shoreline (Km) 

Grand Harbour 
Marsam:~;:etto 

2.199 
1;391 

217.554 
153.094 

SOURCE: The Statistical Abstract of the Maltese Islands. Malta 1952. 

15.553 
10.459 

TABLE TWO: CENSUS POPULATION OF THE SLIEMA AREA 

Census Year 

1842 
1.851 

1861 

1871 
1881 
1891 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 

1948 

1957 
1967 
1972 
1977 

Sliema 

(with B'Kara) 
.582 (includes 

St. Julian's) 
800 (includes 

St. Julian's) + 
1600 
3,68.5 
8,237 
12,01.5 
14,129 
1.5,215 
19,730 (includes 

Gzira) 
24,294 (Sliema 
overtook Valletta 
which city in 1948 
had a pop. of 

18,666) 

23,399 
21,000 
21,572 
20,123 

Giira 

(included 
with Sliema) 

6,925 (new 
census 
district 
constitufed 
from part 
of Sliema) 
8,.54.5 
9,57.5 
10,040 
9,884 

St. Julian's 

(with B'Kara) 

(with Sliema) 
(with Sliema) 
607 
607 
924 
1,597 
2,388 
4,3104 
3,.514 

4,894 
9,122 

8,28.5 
7,394 
8,108 
8,043 

Msida 

1,6.58 
2,149 
2,893 
3,627 
3,373 

3,627 
6,064 

6,.5.87 
11,437 
12,132 
12,051 

+ Richardson,M. (1900) 'Aspects of the Demography of Modern Malta', Durham Univ .• 
U .K.,p.2.50, claims that "thepoputation of Sliema in 1861 was only 300". 

SOURCES: 
Censuses of The Maltese Islands, 1842 - 1967, Malta. 
MaZ'ta Blue Book. 
Demographic Review of the M<altese Islands, 1972, Malta 1977. 
Abst/'act o/Ma.ltese Statistics - Malta. 
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transversally across the peninsula 
and have produced very steep 
roads: stepped streets are common 
in Val etta. 
3. Both Marsamxetto and the 
Grand Harbour are sheltered from 
the prevailing MAYYISTRAL 
(MISTRAL, N W. wind) and both 
are .exposed to the more violent 
GRIGAL (GREGALE N E wind) 7. 

It is only inland from Ras Haniir 
that the Grand Harbour is fully 
protected from the effects, 
direct and indirect, of the 
'GRIGAL'. In Marsamxetto Har
bour, only the creeks known as 
Sliema and Lazaretto (L-AZZA
RETIa) are sheltered (Diag. A) 
Though the physical properties of 
the two peninsulas. may be of equal 
value, from the economic point of 
view, the Valetta site is superior. 
The foHowing points prove this 
statement. 

(1) The major part of the ap
proximately 218 hectares of 
water in the Grand Harbour 
(Table One) is deeper. 
(2) Although with the exception 
of the uppermost part of the 
Creeks all of the approximately 
153 hectares of water in Marsam
xetto Harbour is more than 7.32 
meters deep yet this harbour has 
only· about three fourths the size 
of the area and shoreline length 
of the Grand Harbour. 

(3) Settlements were discourag
ed from the Sliema peninsula by 
the. absence of adequate protec
tion from corsairs and by the 
presence of the Lazzaretto qua
rantines on Manoel Island. 
(4) Ceteris paribus, in the late 
1560s it was easier for the Order 
to build a town on Sciberras next 
to the fortified southern sides of 
the Grand Harbour where, inciden" 
tally, a dockyard already existed 
and only needed expansion and 
fortify Dragut Point by a fort 
rather than build a town on the 
Sliema peninsula and have to 
fortfy both its flanks. 

During the 19th and 20th centuries 
three factors revolutionised the SIie
ma landscape. First, the British, in 
complete control of the Mediterra
nean and engaged in empire building 
in Asia and Africa, brought previous
ly unknown prosperity to these 
Islands especially to the middle-class 
merchants. Even under the Order 
many merchants used to live in 
Valetta and would seek summer resi
dence outside the City. With the 
increased trading possibilities under 
the British, prosperity multiplied and 
the demand for vacational lodgings 
in quiet, secluded spots increased 
rapidly. Under the Knights the route 
from Val etta to Rabat was the most 
popular site for summer residence. 

7. Marsamxetto cannot be protected by a breakwater but the British found it pos
sible to. cOnstruct one upon submarine banks off the points of St Elmo and Rica
soli though the effects of swell have, on occasion, proved dangerous in 
both harbours to ships moored as far as 1.5 Km from their mouths. Harrison and 
Hubbard, Valletta a.nd the Three Cities Malta, 1945 p. 84. 
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Note, for example, Dar Il-Leuni 8 

built at Hamrunduring the grand
mastership of de Vilhena, San 
Antonio Gardens at Attard built by 
de Paule, and, the small hunting lodge 
and stables .at Boschetto .Gardens 
built by La Valetteandlater fortified 
by Verdalle, the gardens themselves 
being greafly:enlarged bY,I:.ascaris. 

In1856 two important events in the 
history of local transportation 
brought about a change in thedirec
tion of movement of annual migra
tion from the Val etta area to summer 
residences. The first omnibus service 
in Malta was. set up. between Valetta 
and Lija. Itsrbuteearmarked a 
ribbon-like extension of lower-income 
group resienticU buildings and of 
industrial enterprises that gradually 
engulfed . the summer villas ·of· the 
past century.· Well-to-do summer 
vacationers were gradually forced to 
go elsewhere rather than stay in:the 
overdrowded traditional sUmmer 
resort·· areas. 

Also in the same year: the Govern
ment·· . set up regulations regarding 
Id~Dg'hajsa. ta!~Pa:ssiggieri ..,.-a paddle
rowed MaJtese boatservieethat was 
setup in; the two harbours to carry 
passengers between ValeUa and 
Sliema and between ValeUa:and the: 
Three Cities. 

So.far Sliemaseems to have grown 
very little (Table'fwo). It was as: yet 
very poorly served by roads. Only 

the Order's forts, a small church and 
a few holiday houses. seem to have 
been. built until 1856. Surrounded by 
the sea on three sides and beautified 
by the forts. Sliemaofferedafavour
able alternative to the increasingly 
congested Hamrun region for pur
poses of vacation. Jd-Dg/iajsa tal
Passiggieri provided a pleasant jour
neyacross the Harbours during the 
summer when the sea is usually easily 
navigable. Herice~forth the population 
of Sliema started growing because 
with the summer vacationers came 
the permanent settlers. Table· Two 
shows that in a decade (1861-1S'71) 
the Sliema population grew from 300 
to 1,600. 

Id-Dg/iajsa tal-Passiggieri was 
succeeded in 1882 by H-Lanectal
Pass. These lanec, being larger and 
faster, shortened the trip between 
Valettaa:nd Sliema and between 
Val etta and the Three Cities. Between 
1881 and 1891 the Sliemapopulation 
nearly trebled from 3,685 to 8,23'7 
('fable Two); 

Other develop.ments in pubHc trans
port in Malta indirectly helped Sliema 
to grow. Th~ Railway.Service, set up 
in1883betweenValetta and Mtarfa 
via· Hamrun;< Santa Venera, H'Rara, 
Attard and' Rabat resulted in further 
residential and industrial congestion 
in the Hamrun region and pushed the 
affluent .people to the quieter Sliema 
region. 

8. The planning consultants Harrison and Hubbard, said about Dar il-Leuni that 
Prior. to the 18th century the land now Gccupied by Hamrun was open country 
tra:versed by the Wignacourt Aqueduct, and.a road linking Valetta with the interior 
o£the Island. During the course of the century several country villas, set in spa
cious . gardens of baroque design, were built alongside this road, by members of the 
Order. The most charming of .these is DatIl-Lenni ..... .". op. cit., p.93. 
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The second factor was population 
over-spill from the Five Cities from 
185.0 to 195.0. By 1861,56,355 persons 
were living within the five walled 
cities of Bormla, Birgu, L-Isla, Flo" 
riana and Valetta~anarea of about 
3.238 square kilometres. This pro
duced a population density within the 
Five Cities of 12,91.06 persons per 
square kilometre 9. Overflow into 
areas that lay on the periphery of the 
Five Cities was inevitable. Hamrun, 
Paola and Sliema were i:mmediately 
effected. Table Two shows the rapid 
rise in the population of Sliema bet
ween 1851 when, together with St 
Julian's Sliema had a population of 
only 582 and 19.01 when by itself the 
town housed 12,.015 people. A layout 
plan for Sliema. dated 26 October 
1865 10 shows that the . village of 
Sliema then consisted of a sparse 
communication network of ten roads 
of which four were named Sda. 
Fontana, Sda. Marina .... Tigne, Vi<;t 
Torre and Sda. Reale. Buildings stood 
scattered along these roads, none of 
which roads was more than half built 
up. Palazzo Sliema in Via Torre do
minatedthe whole area and stood 
overlooking the . sea in the where
abouts of the present Preluna Hotel. 
Another sketch plan, dated 13 March, 
19.061'1 shows that the ten roads of 
the 1865 plan had by then beenbuiIt 
on all sides; many more streets had 
been laid out and some of them built 

up. Sliema had now grown into a 
Y -shape along the coast with Fort 
Tigne forming. the foot of the 'V'. 

The third and the last factor that 
has revolutionised the Sliema land
scape came into ·effect during the last 
two decades and is not yet complete. 
Sliema has today become an jmpor
tant commercial centre expressed 
spatially by the multicstoreYshop and 
office blocks. The Hotel Preluna·· is 
now the symbol of the new Sliema 
and has replaced the town's churches 
as the dominant of the skyline.T:o 
make room for the expanding retail . 
and office land-uses the Sliema inha~ 
bitants are leaving town. Table No 
shows that, having reached its popu
lation peak by 1948, Sliell1a has sihce 
then been losing its population. LRy 
31 December 1977 the town's pOP\:l" 
lation had fallen to 20,123. The d.ec
line is expected to continue. The 
question is, who are the SIfema 
citizens that are. leaving their homec 
town and, where are. they going to? 

Suburbanization ofa town's. popu~ 
lation usually takes place in' apiec~
meal fashion. Urban dwellers only 
move.aslittle as possible. away from 
their hometown primarily in order to 
keep in dose contact with relatlves 
who have stayed behind and to. make 
use of the town's specialized servi(::es. 
As the outward migration movement 
gathers momentum the demand for 
empty land for residential .. develop-

9. Adapted from the Census of the Islands of Malta, Gozo and Comino, Malta, 1863. 
10. Skech Plans filed at the Larids Office, Department of Public Works, Beltiss~bh, 

to which Department the author is very grateful especially to the Director, Archi
tect M. Busuttil B.Se., BE & A., A& C.E.; .. and to Mr. Conti, the Chief Draughts_ 
man. 

11. Sketch Plans filed at Beltissebh, op. cit. 



TABLE THREE: A COMPARISON BETWEEN HOUSEHOLDS 
& DWELLING AMENITIES IN MALTA, VALLETIA & SLIEMA 

PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS 

Total 
No. of 
House. 
holds 

Locality/ per 
Census locality 
Year 

--
1957 

Malta 69970 

Valletta 481'1 

Sliema 6388 

1961 

Malta 71380 

Valletta 4171 

Sliema 5993 -- -
+ includes St. J ulia,n's 

SOURCES: 

'% 'of 
Total No. of 
House. 
holds per 
Locality 
living in 
Kerrejjas 

--
2.81 

17.23 

0.41+ 

1.77 

14.55 

0.10 '. 

-Percentage 
of 

The Total No. of 
Household per 

Localfty Having:- .' 
water. bath 
closet 

-' 
92.01 23.28 

99,30. 30.16 

99.48 61.10 

93.74 45.99 

87.46 42.36 

99.34 76.21 
~;(--. 

PRIVATE DWELLINGS 

Total No. Percentage 
of Private of 
Dwellings The Total No. of Dwellings 
per per Locali ty Having: -
Locality 

piped- electricity drainage 
water supply service: 

sewer or 
cesspit 

lIlIiIIRilli S 

64471 75.31 75.27 91.24 

4456 87.81 82.07 100.00 

5983+ 62.63 + .';9.50+ 99;80 

&0:)72 94.67 94.86 96041 

4259 98.52 98.15 99.58 

6581 . 98.78 98.88 99.85 

All data in this table has been. compiled from the 1957 and 1961 Cens.uses of the Maltese I,slands, namely:
Census 1957 _ The Maltese Islands: RepOl'ton the Population & Housing, Malta 1959. Table H IV pp .. 185 - 191; 
Tab:eH V pp. 199, 2{)0; and Table HXlc pp. 260, 261. 
Malta; Census 1967 - Report on Hoi£sing Characteristics Malta. Table H13a pp.396,397; Table H13b po404; Table 
HIS pp.413-415; Table H24a p. 4S4; TableH24b pAS5; Table H26 p.4S7. 
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ment on the periphery of the town 
keeps increasing. Land values of 
peripheral land rise accordingly and 
only the higher and upper-middle 
income groups can afford to purchase 
empty peripheral land and build 
houses, or to rent speculatively -
built suburban houses 12. Sliema, 
therefore, is probably losing its weal
thier inhabitants. By the same argu
ments these upper-and upper-middle 
income groups citiz.ens should be 
settling in areas peripheral to Sliema. 
Hence,the host suburbs for Sliema's 
higher income emigrants are most 
probably places like Is-Swieqi, St 
Andrews, The Village, Upper and 
Lower . Kappara. One may not tell 
how many of these suburbiaI resi
dents of Sliema originate from that 
town before the 1980 Census of the 
population of the Maltese Islands has 
been collected and analysed. Two 
points may, however, be made. 

First, that, judging from the ad
vertised high prices for houses and 
land in the Sliema· suburbs and from 
the general outward appearance and 
upkeep of these areas one cannot but 
assume that the families whO live 
there come mainly from the upper
and mid-upper income groups. 
Secondly, it maybe noted that Swieqi 
alone has about 216 registered voters 
in the latest edition of the electoral 

register for the Maltese Islands 13. 

Taking these voters to be mainly 
married couples with one child per 
couple being below the voting age the 
Swieqi population should number 
about 400. The populations in these 
new Sliema suburbs are therefore 
quite substantial albeit their being 
lost amongst the official population 
figures of the parishes to which these 
suburbs still belong. 

A town that is losing its richer citi
zens should be expected to be getting 
poor. Table Three shows that SIiema 
has not, in the past, attracted any sig
nificant number of low-income 
dwellers. For example, in 1967 while 
out of the population of Malta 1.77%. 
were common-tenement dwellers l'4, 

and while 14.55% of the Valletta 
citizens lived in common-tenement 
houses, in Sliema only 0.1 % of the 
poulation Iivedin Kerrejjas 'in 1967. 
Similarly, Sliemais shown to lead in 
the rate of availability of domestic 
amenities per household; namely 
water closets and baths. It is a pity 
that the outward. migration of the 
town's higher-income residential 
groups may lessen the tovm's advan
tageous position in this field. 

Paul V. Mifsud B.A. Hons. {Geog.) 
(Dunclm) teaches Geography at the Vp
per Secondary School, Valetta. 

12. See, for example, W. Bell The City, the Suburb, and a. Theory of Social Choice 
in Greer, Setal (eds) , The New Urbanization, New York, 1968, p.132-68. 

13. Electoral Register for the Maltese Islands, April 1978, 7th Electoral District -
Malta 1978. 

14. In the introductory annotations of the Population Census of the Maltese Islands 
1881, the term KERREJJA (common-tenement house) is thus defined "The K.er
rejja usually is an old large house having each room, large or small, let to a dis
tinct family", p.5. 



A STUDY OF BRAINS: 
An Exercise in the Understanding 

of Evolutionary Trends at Work 

Frank Pace 

It is perhaps important to point out that not an animals have a ·'bruin;'. In 
fact, being unicellular or colonial conglomerations of cells,Protozoa have not 
yet acquired the complexities of differentiation found in higher animals. AI
thouh these simple animals do show sensitivity and respond to environmental 
stimuli they still lack. nerve cells. In the Coelenterates (jellyfish, hydras and 
sea-anemones) one .gets differentiation of the body into different cell types ... 
some of these being directly concerned with the transmisson of nerve impulses. 
The multipolar neurons arid their axons ramify through the bodies 
of the these diploblastic animalls and the systemsl1l'eso diffuse that the set
up is usually referred toasa "nerve-net". However :this tends to become aggre
gated to form specialized nerve tracts in animals whicha;te higher up in the 
evolutionary tree.·Since . many .sense organs beoome concentrated·· in the head 
(cephalization) concommitantly. the nerve tracts in these regions become fur
ther elabomtedand nerve masses O'r ganglia are formed. These infact become 
the rudiments from which higher and more complex brains arise. 

In Turbellariansa mass of· nervous tis3ue becomes associated with the 
eves. the chemOrf~ceDtors and the rheoceptors (current detecto"s). Removal 
of such a hrain will produce la disorganlzation of cornn10 x forms oflocomotion, 
the animal becomes hypersensitive and the "inhibiting" effect of the brain is 
Io<:;t, A simpler kind of re<:;ponse is ohtained when the supt~a-oesophageaLor 
cerebral ganglia of :annelids and artbropods areremoyed.The cerebral ga1'l
glia act primarily asa sensory relay centre Which, PaSses information to the 
motor sub-oesnhageal gtanJrlia via the oommisllres. If one of the latter's cut, 
the limbs on the cut side show additional activity and "circu<:;" movements 
ensues due to the inability of the cerebral ganglia in inhibiting these re
sponses. One gets a tendency in the. animal kingdom towards an increase in 
the centralization of the control of activities. Thus the nrimitive local re
flexes tend to get a certain degree of dependence on the integrating areas and 
hIgher motor centre. These excite lower motor centres and finally one gets 
the response from the effectors. ConcommibantIy with this trend one gets 
more elaborate connections and interrelations in the higher animal's brain. 



A STUDY OF BRAINS 

SENSORY CENTRES _. _. - HIGHER MOTOR AND 
INTEGRArnNG CENTRES 

Environment Stimuli 

fig. 1 
The Cuttlefish Brain 

11 

LOWER MOTOR 
CENTRES 

Effectors 

Guide to labelling: a.b. anterior basal lobe, i.f. inferior frontal lobe, s.£. superiOl:" frontal 

lobe, v. vertical lobe, p.b. posterior basal lobe, b. branchial lobe, p. pedal lobe, pv. pallio

visceral Lobe, s.b. superior buccal lobe. 

A CompleiX Invertebr:ate Brain as exemplified by that of the Cephalopod 
Mol:lusc. (fig. 1) 

Using classical neurological techniques one can work out the function of 
the different parts. Removal of the supraoesophagaI part or mass results in the 
usual restlessn~ss and hypersensitivity as with the annelids. The squid sWims 
about .continu014,sly and if just one side has been removed circus movement is 
shown. !fmore lOCal incisions are made, one finds that the anterior lobe of the 
basal part acts as a higher motor centre for co-ordinating swimming. It inhibits 
the action of thepaHiovi:scerallobe which is responsible fior the continual man
tle contractions and funnel and fin movements. The anterior basal lobe itself 
seems to he controlled by higher sensory centres al'ound the optic nerve. This 
centre isa very important sensory centre in Cephalopods. Stimulation of all 
lobes one by one resulted inco-ordinated activity of different sets of mu.scles 
as shown in the ordinary behaviour of the animal. One would therefore con
clude that the different lobes are arranged on a hierarchi'al principle, and thus 
one gets multiple control of lower motor centres from the higher motor 
centres. 
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fig. 2 

HYPHEN 

Stimulation of the vertical and frontal lobes of 
the cephaloped. brain does not affect muscles and 
swimming. These regions seem to be important for 
learning and integrated complex behavioural pat
terns found in the animals e.g. as /soon as a prey 
moves out of sight, the memory of this kind of sti
mulation will spur the animal to turn and search for 
the prey. 

The Vertebrate Brain 
Embryologically, the vertebrate brain is a 

swelling (fig. 3) of the dorsal nerve tube which is 
the spinal cord. The latter is chiefly responsible for 
involutary reflex arcs which are based on a segmen

tal pattern. The brain is based on a brain stem swelling divided as shown in 
the figure below. 

f. 

fig. 3 

Guide to labelliiig: p. prosencephalon, t: telencephalon, d. diencephalon, m. mesencephalon, 
r. rhombencephalon. 

Early on in evolution, occurs the division of the prosenccephalon into 
a telencephalon and a diencephalon. All these parts have been elaborated further 
in evolution so that the diencephalon, to quote this part as an example, gave 
rise to the thalamus, epithalamus, hypothalamus and the infundibulum. Primi
tivily, in fact, the brain shows an acute resemblance to the spinal cord both in 
Its structure and segmental pattern. Thus somatic dorsal nerves carry sensory 
impulses from skin and muscle proprioreceptors. Visceral nerves carry sensory 
impulses from the smooth muscles of the viscem e.g. gut, uterus and blood 
vessels. Correspondingly one gets the somatic motor nerves supplying the 
voluntary muscle and the visceral motor nerves supplying the smooth and in
voluntarymasculature. This set up is found in all vertebrates. In addition one 
may get in the higher forms, the visceral part of this pattern contributing to
wards the specialized autonomic nervous system with antagonistic sympathetic 
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andpaI1a1Sympathetic. contributions by which involuntary muscles are under a 
mOre highly elaborated control. Concommitantly with this one gets ventrally 
situated gangalia which establish new connections with dorsal and ventral 
nerve roots. The medulla oblongata, being the hinder part of the brain, shows 
this differentiation of entry of somatic sensory, visceral sensory, visceral motor 
and somatic motor nerves quite clearly by a sulcus ldmitans. (fig. 4) 

fig. 4 
Gudie to labelling: s.s somatic sensory, v.s. visceral sensory, s.l. sulcus limitans. v.m. 

v~sceral motor ,s.m. somatic motor. 

All but two of the crap.ial ner,vesend either in a sensory or a motor centre. 
These two are the Optic nerve (H) and the Olfactory (I). Craniall nerve I is very 
old evolutionary speaking; in fact there are reasons to believe that it preceded 
the brain. The optic nerve is not a derivation from the brain but a sensory tract 
arising from the eye. Embryologically the brain is formed from neuricrest cells 
which link the fold ends of an ectodermal longitudinally directed invagination. 
Between five bridges of nervous (fig. 5) material one gets spaces of non-ner
vous tissue. These represent a sequence of five segments. These segments later 
contributed to the main parts of the brain and their dorsal and ventral roots 
gave existence to the crania! nerves. 

1 

Seg I Cerebellum 
Seg II Optic Tectum 
Seg III Habenular 
Seg IV Anterior commisure 
Seg V Corpus callosum 

The Rhombenc~phaIo!tl (Hind-Brain) 

Corresponding 
Cran'al nerves 

Dorsal Ventral 
VJ III 
VII, VIII IV 
VII VI 
IX XII 

This comprises the myelencephalon (medulla oblon
gata) and the metencephalon which includes the cere
bellum 'and the pons. Histolog;cally it shows up as des
crete nuclei ofaxons; nervous tissue randomly distributed 
surrounds these nuclei. At certain regions of the medulla 
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oblongata one gets a set of i.nterlacingfibres which form motor and sensory 
decussations. If one removes the medulla oblonga:ta and all the other parts of 
the brain, the spinal animal shows, after a period of spinal shock1 a certain 
:amount of mascular tone. However the animal cannot respire and this is ac
companied by a. fall in blood pressure. A bulbal animal however (i.e. with an 
intact medulla oblongata) can exhibit local reflexes and other reactions such 
as vomiting, sneezing and swallowing. The animal can respire and can control 
its blood pressure to some extent. Thus in the medulla oblongata there are 
nuclei centres responsible for motor function. There 11lUS'! also be some kind 
of respiratory centre sensitive to the tensions of oxygen and carbon diovide 
in the blood. The work of Pitts et al. showed that there are two sets of nuclei; 
the expiratory njlclei being dorsal to the inspiratory I~uclei. Applioation 
of electrode 'shocks into the inspiratory centre caused an increase 
of discharges of potentials in the phrenic nerve, the diaphragm contracted for 
three minutes and rhythmic respiration was abolished. On stimulating the ex
piratory centre, one would get a decrease in phrenic nerve discharge, the animal 
would breath out for one minute and a:fter this the animal would breath in 
again. In primitive ver.tebrates, the medulla receives impulses from the lateral 
line system. (fig. 6) In the evolution of the tetrapods this has been drastically 
reduced and the nervous connections became adapted to serve the labyrinth of 
theear,.the.s01evestige and functional p'art of the lateral line system. With the 
medulla ,one gets the associated vasculanised non-nervous posterior choroid 
plexus .. 

fig. 6 

Guide to labelling: ar. archicerebellum, pI paleocerebellum, m.o. medulla oblongata, 1.1. 
lateral line reflex centre. 

The· Cerebellum 

The cerebeHum is the first of the firve major commisures of the embryo's 
brain, its fUnction being co-ordina:tion of the central reflexes. The most primi-
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tive pan of the cerebellum (fig. 7) is the archicerebellum which still retains 
some connection with the lateral line system. 

The setup shown in the diagram persists in the case of fishes; amphibia 
reptiles and birds which lack the neocerebellum. The latter structure which 
is evolutionary more recent is found only in mammals. The archicerebellum 
at this stage retains its useful function as a centre of eqUilibrium inthat it sup
plies the labyrinth of inner ear. 

fig. 8 

Guide to labelling: (fig. 7) nco neocerebellum, pI. paleocerebellum, ar. archicerebellum. 
(fig. 8) c.h. cerebral hemispheres, cer. cerebellum, po. pons. 

Sea-sickness pills probably act on this centre. Examine now the set-up 
of a eat's brain (fig.S). If one cuts the brain at 2, the animal becomes stiff, the 
extensor muscles. become contracted, the tail is raised 'and the head elavated. 
All these are symptoms of "decerebrate rigidity". For a good understanding of 
the cause of this phenomenon one would have to consider the reticulate system 
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(reticulate formation) of the mammalian brain. The work of Magoun at al. has 
shown this to be made up of scattered grey matter intersected by fibres run
ning in all directions. 

fig. 9 

The Reticular Formation 

When area 4 is stimulated in a decerebrate animal all motor activity is 
abolished and one gets a decrease in rigidity. Stimulation of 5 in a normal 
'animal facilitates movements em both sides of the body and motor activity is 
aided. Both fibres from 4 and 5 act on spinal interneurons. The reticular neur
ons of the brain stem are played upon by impulses from the cerebral cortex, 
caudate nuclei etc. including the cerebellum. One can now understand the In
teraction between the effect of the muscle proprioceptor impulses at the cere
bellum and the reticulate system. The source of the inhibitory impulses on the 
reticulate system is 4 as far as decerebrate rigidity is concerned. When this is 
put out of action by cutting the connections with the rest of the system by 
decerebration, the balance of the suppresor and facilitatory reticular system is 
offset ,and one gets a net facilitatory effect and hence decerebrate rigidity. In 
fact reference to the first figure (fig. 8) would show that the short-circuiting 
process by cutting at 2 wilI not be obtained if the cut is made thrDugh plane 1. 

The MeseinlCephal~n (Midl-Braitn) 

The mid-brain includes the area above the sulcus limitans or the sen
sory tectum assDciated with the eye and derived from the embrYD'S second 
commisure and the area below the sulcus limitans Dr the tegmentum made up 
of unspecialized reticulum. Primitively, apart from functioning as optic centres, 
the mid-brain structures were even responsible as an associ'ation area. In fact, 
in fish and amphibia (fig. 10) the optic tectum is a dominant structure and Is 
responsible for such reactions as those associated with fight or flight. Sanders 

has demonstrated the learning behaviour of goldfish to be entirely dependent 
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on the integt'ity of the optic tectum. In fact stimuli from the two optic lobes 
and olfractory regions pass through the brain (diencephalon) and go to the pri
mary visual centre in the the tectum and in the association area. These will 
evoke well-coordinated responses by the monor neurons leaving the area. In fact 
the set-up can be summarised diagramatically by consideration of a teleost's 
brain mid-brain nervous system. 

v.c. 

oJ. 

fig. 10 

Teleost Brain 

Guide to labelling: 0.0 olfactory lobe, a.a. association area, v.c. primary 
visual centre, cer. cerebellum, ar. archicerebellum, s.s somatic sensory m.n. motor nerves, 
pit. pituitary, o.n. optic nerve. 

The DiencephaIO!Il (posterior Fore-Brain) 

The posterior fore-brain is made up .essentially of three main parts. The 
dorsal region is the epithalmus or the third commisure known as thehabenular. 
It lies on the root of the nerve tracts leading from the olfactory lobes to the 
'brain. The thalamus is the second region and can be considered as a relay 
station on the ascending sensory pathways. 'It is a mass of grey matter with 
three main nuclei which receive impulses from the hypothalamus, cerebellum 
and sends these impulses to the cerebral cortex. The thalamus is responsible 
for the sensitivity of the superficial surface of the animal e.g. tactile, painful 
or thermal stimuli. Pain is in fact appreciated at the thalamic level and not at 
the cortical level since stimulation of the cerebral cortex does not evoke pain. 
There is stilI a lot of mystery enshrouding the functions of the thalamus. The 
final structure contributing to the diencephalon is the hypothalamus situated 
as the name implies venrally in the brain. It is very important structure physio-
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logically since it can be considered to be the integrator of theautol1omic ner
vous system. The nuclei can be conveniently divided into· four groups: (fig. H) 
(1) Anterior hypothalmic nuclei (paraventriculartand supraoptic). (2) Middle 
hypothalamic nuclei (tuberal, dorsomedial and ventrornendial).(3) Posterior 
nuclei (posterior nuclei proper and mamillary nuclei) (4) Lateral nuclei. 

fig. 11 

The Hypothalamus: Distribution of Nuclei 

Guide to labelling: p. pineal nrgan, p.n. pcsterior nuclei, ds.n. dorsornedial nuclei, a.c. 
anterior commisure, p.o.n. preoptic n:1clei, S.O.n. supraoptic nuclei. v;m.n. ventromedial 
hypothalamic nuclei, tU.n. tubernal nuclei, rna.n. mamil1ary nuclei. 

Hess, by introducing electrodes into the hypothalamus of a conscious 
cat could evoke different reactions such as sleep, rage, hypersexuality, etc. 
More localised stimulation of the anterior and middle nuclei had la parasym
pathetic effect e.g. sweating, bladder contraction, cardiac inhibition and peris
talsis of the gut. If on the other hand, the posterior and 1:ateral nuclei· are sti
mulated one gets piloerection, dilation of pupil,. cardiac acceleration and in
hibition of gut peristalsis. This shows that although tbe bypothal1amus is not 
essential for sympathetic and para-sympathetic effects (a decerebrated animal 
from the pons retains cardiac reflexes) it comes into play under periods of 
stress. Moreover it is essential for body temperature regulation inhomeother
mic animals. In the cold, the posterior hypothalamus is responsible for vaso
contriction and shivering. The anterior; on the other hand is sensitive to a 
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rise inbodytemp~rature and thus causes sweating and vasodilation. On destroy 
ing the supraoptic nucleus andremoving the infundibulum, ADil or vasopres
sin pmduction,itrom the pituitary stops and one gets diabetes insipidus. At the 
onset of this, no· water· absorption takes place in the kiidney tubules. The 
animal drinks to compensate for the large volume of water lost in the urine 
which may reach up to forty litres a day! The area of the supraoptic nucleus 
is known to secrete antidiuretic hormone since this is released when the nu
cleus is injected with acetyJholine. 

The Telencephalon 

During evolution the forebrain telencephalon has developed from a 
primary olfactory area to the main assooiation centre in the mammalian 
brain. Primitively it was an unpaired structure and later invagination caused 
a division of the most anterior part into two olfactory lobes. In the cyclostomes 
the telencephalon still retains its primitive condition in that it consists of two 
olfactory lohes and la pa:leopaHium which· is strictly olfactory in function. Olfac-

fig. 12b 

Guide to labelling: p.p. paleopallium" a.p. archipallium (hippocampus) b.n. basal nuclei 
(corpus striatum), n.p. neopallium. 

fig. 12c 
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tory sensations are sent along tracts through the diencephalon to be co-ordin
ated at other areas e.g. the cerebellum. In amphibians a new area is d2veloped as 
an archipallium and a transverse section through the olfactory lobes of an 
amphibian will show the set-up (fig. 12a). The basal nuclei receive sensory 
impulses from the thaIamusand this is in fact showing the beginning of a trend 
that is to follow. In reptilesGne gets the development of 'the telencephalon 
into a correlation centre proper which gets more pronounced. 

The neopallium, which is the fore-,runner of the mammalian cortex is ela
borated as an association centre and receives nervous connections from the 
thalamus region for interpretation (fig. 12b). In the mammals the neopallium 
expands ,and is elaborated into cerebral hemispheres (fig. 12c), two large cor
relation structures covering :most of the brain; it acquires connections with 
the pons and the thalamus and a pyramidal tract shows up. Thus association 
which was primitively a function of 'the optic tectum (c.f. fig 10) is taken over 
by the neopaHium or the cerebral cortex which receives optic, auditory and 
other impulses via the thalamus. This sensory information evokes appropriate 
motor response in the pons, the major motor region of the brain. The cerebral 
hemispheres cover the mid-brain land even part of the cerebellum (fig. 13). 
TlJe cerebralcQrtex increases in surface area by convolution and folding of the 
surface. In man deeper grooves or sulci are prominent and show up as lines 
on the surface. These folds separate the different lareas of the brain. 

~oJ. 

fig. 13 

Guide to labelling: 0.1. olfactory lobe, c.h. cerebral hemispheres, ar. archicerebellum, 

m.o. medulla oblongata, cer. cerebellum. 
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The fifth commisure of the neunail . crest cells . in the embryo develqps 
into the cor;pus callosum which bridges the two cerebral hemispheres .. The main 
central sulcus and other important and.prominent sulci enable the division of 
the . .brain into frontal lobe, pari ental lobe, temporal lobe and occipital lobe. 
rThe minor sUlci give the location of smaller areas knows as gyri. Histo1ogioal
Iy the .cortical three layers of the embryo hecomedifferentiated i,nto.six layers 
of the adult. 

These six layers are differentiated differently in different .parts of the 
cerebral hemispheres and these histologioal studies or architectonics have 
enabled.appropriatemapping out of the areas in the cerebral 00rtexandnU11l
bering of these areas as suggeste.d by Brodman. The six histological~ayer..s are 
the molecular Jayer, .the outer .gran:ti1arlayer (small .pyramidal)the.medium 
pyramidal Layer, the granular layer, the .ganglionic large pyramidal layer and 
the po}ymorphous9rtissif9rm layer. The granular layer is said to be .the main 
arrivalare.a of the thalamus fibres. The thtrd layer is prom1nentin the frontal 
10besandlayer5 or ganglionic is .characterisHc of the motor cortex. 

In1870,Fiitsch and Hitzig applied electric stimulation to the fl'ontal 
cortex and had movements of the dog an opposite sides of the body. Ferrier, 
a few years later tried a definite technique viz that of ablatJion.Removalofthe 

rarea, which on stimulation gavemovemerrts ofa chimpanzee's hand,macie 
this hand .golimp. This was due to 1ackofmotordiscilarge Jromthe cerebral 
cortex. In two or three days one starts to get movement in the proximal 
shoulder joints and in three months finger movement is developed. The remar
able degrees of recovery although not 100% results from the acquisition of 
new connections from new tissues thus reestablishing the reflexes to some 
extent. To see the motor function of the cortex one may cut the nerve in the arm 
or spinal cord and trace the degradation pathway right back to the cor-

s 
. 1 

~ 
VINHfof'y 

fig. 14 
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tex;.TheaJ7ea rnthe cortex corresponding to the functionusualIy degenerates 
ant! this can be seen by special stainihg (fig~ 14). 

Brodman's area 4 has thE' lowest threshold for electriclal stimulation 
witli ,2; resp€mse in the bodY. I'nfact this is the motor cortex. Other areas do 
have a motor function but glJea1:er intensity of stimulation should be appHd; 
The motor cortex is characterised histologically by having giant Betz cells, 
large neurons found in the V th layer associated with the large pyramidal' 
neurons., Ii!. area 4 is exposed and a hot spatula is' held longer than' three 
seconds, all six layers of the cerebral ccrtex are killed. If' only three Layers 
arekiUed; one stiif gets, motor acti'V'Tty displayed. The path of the Reti ceU 
axons shows up as passing down through the pons to the pyramids where they 
cross over land 1lormthe pyramidal tracts. In alI higher mammals, the part of 
the, motflraream~arthe vertex of the skull is concerned with movements 
of the leg; the middle part with the arms and the lowest part of area 4 with 
movements of the face. 

A transverse secetion through the central sulcus will show up the map
ping of the motel' larea in mare detail. The problem is to what extent are the 

flttlt "nget' . 

mlddlt .. fInger 

.~ 

Motor Cortex (Man) 

individual mliscles'represented" in' 
the' cortex. Dnes every muscle have 
one cortical site? Ferrrer found that 
there' was considerable overlapping 
of areas; On stimulating the thumb 
area one also gets some amount of 
finger movement. Liddell tried to' 
solve this problem by working on 
the motor cortex of papio papio, 
the baboon. On altering the inten
sity of stimulation on area 4 he got 
a good seperation orthe a.reas' e.g. 

fig. 15, thumb, index; etc. It is beIievedby 
some that currents of suitable in
tensity and frequently applied to 
the motor cortex in man will evoke 
single muscle movements. Others 
believe that the cortex deals with 
co-ordinated movements. Pen
fiele and others say that movee 
ment.s iof cortical stimulation are 
quite. simple and not skilled. anet 
acquired as in the adult. Area 6, 
<fig. 14),. the premotor area of mam· 
mals lacks Betz cells . and 
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. hence is not easily stimulated. Electrical stimalation of area 6 causes move
ments of groups of muscles and whole limbs. If the whole of the motor cortex 
of rabbit is removed, hopping ·and placing reactions' are lost. If the area 4 in 
monkeys is destroyed, the animal develops hemiplagi.a Le. paralysis. and loss 
of voluntary movements on the opposite side of the body. If the pyramidal 
tracts in the medulla oblongata me cut, the abdomen pr,otrudes the head sags 
and the limbs become flacccid. After some time sitting and walking become 
possible but the ability to perform accurate and delicate movements is lost. One 
would conclude that: 
(1) Voluntary movment can be carried in fibres other than the pyramidal 

tracts 
(2) pyramidal fibres are important in willed skilled movements 
(3) most other reflexes and posture movements are under the influence of the 

cortex. If the la blation extends from area 4 to area 6 one gets spastic para
lysis in contrast to the flacid paralvsis brou!'!ht bv removal of area 4. In spastic 
paralvsis one gets the arms with increased flexor tones and the legs with in
creased extensor tone (cJ. decerebrate rigidity). 

It is found that if 4 is removed. sPflsticity is prorfuced in an animal. Later 
it was also discovered that stimulation of the sunnresorarea inhibits mascular 
tone and movements followinl! stimulation at 4. On removal ,one t.hus get.s an 
incontrolled discharge of4 and hence spasticitv. Degeneration pathway.tl'aces 
has shown connections between 4 and the inhibitory reticulate formation in 
the brain stem and with the 4 area via the thalamus. 

Frontal Association Area. 

On stimulaHonone gets no change in posture or anv rI~f}i'xad;vitv.'Re
moval of botb sides of these frontal areas in monkeys results in restlessness 
and defects in learning and behRviour. A normal ch'imnanzee is emotionallv 
unset if he faUs to solve a complicated p'roblem but this is not shown if the 
front .association areas are removed. Moriz. a Port.ugese neurologist, devised 
prefrontal leucotomy for treatment of patients with psychic tension.and 
anxiety. 

Sensory Areas. 

This has been investigated in humans under brain operations. One can 
get sensations from V1arious parts of the bodv and one can mao out regions as 
for the "motor cortex. The important. pariental lobe is respons';ble for sensation 
of touch and oressure. Destrution or removal of these areas leads to an im
pairment of the ability to detect differences in weight and determining or the 
lanpreciation of form in three dimensions by the feel of obiects. This area of 
the cortex is capable of fine descrimination of stimulus and small differences 
in the intensity. 
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Temporal Lobes 
These receive impulses from the ear's cocklea. In the monkey pure tones 

of high frequency cause nerve discharges in the caudal part of this area land with 
low tones in the rostral part. In dogs three distinct areas have been traced, two 
capable of coarse and one of fine discrimination. 

Occipital Cortex 
It has for long been known that removal of the cerebral cortex was ac

companied by blindness. Recently the precise area of the human occipital cor
tex has been localised to Brodman's area 17 (fig. 14). The path of the optic 
nerve fihres have been followed by degeneration pathways from the retina. 
Fibres from the optic nerve have been found to cross over at the optic chias
mata. The areas 18 and 19 adjacent to area 17 land association areas in which 
co-ordinaNon of eye reflexes with other reflexes occurs. 

The prefrontal areas in primates are large and this is associated with 
complex behaviour and ability of lelarning shown by these higher animals. The 
higher functions such as consciousness, intelligence and insanity are difficult 
to define. A stimul'us which in an ordinary animal produces an activity A will 
after a process of learning provoke a different activity B. 

So between the sensory and motor areas of the brain there must be 
developed a pathway of low resistance during the learning process. This need 
not necessarily be anatomical e.g. by growth of processes. In fiactneurologists 
object to possibility of branching in neurons which are so densely packed. 

A change in size of the synaptic knobs, in fact an increase has been 
proved to occur with activity. This would in fact decrease the width of the 
synaptic cleft and hence more acetylcholine is produced and one gets faccili
tation of condition. 

The establishment of the pathway will be helped by the "engraving" of 
a memory tJ:1a'ce which gets clearer and easier to perform with increasing use. 
However there is ,still vagueness of unscientific terms in describing these pheno
mena. One knows that nerve cells are dyling and are being replaced contiuous
Iy and this memory trace and engraving involves more than just facilitation. 
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LA "NOlA" DI UNGARETTl 

Gerard Bugeia 

Anche questa notte passera 

Questa solitueline in giro 
titubante ombra dei fBi. tranviari 
suH'umido asfialto 

GuardoIe teste dei brumisti 
nel mezzo S'Quno 
tentennare. 

Per apprezzare la poesia.di unpoeta, 
10 studente. deve.rifarsi al clilnacul" 
farale! ed intellettuale in cui operava 
10 scrittore che vuolestudiare 2. Nel 
caso eli Ungaretti non epossibile fare 
'R meno di un' indagJne sulle maggiori 
correnti lettarie e filosofiche che in 
quel torno di tempo, cioe agli mlZl 

del Novecento, si facevano sentire 
sugH intellettuali deII'epoca. 

Era.la Francia che nell'adolescenza 
di Ungaretti dettav.a nuove norme del 
fare poetico. Ungaretti stesso ci in
forma che "nel 1906. .. , ero lettore. del 
Mercure de Frar~;:e: ,era, e noto, la 
rivista che rivelava ogpi giorno, a 
quei tempi, i valori nuovf, e quell' 
audacia sorprendeva persino gli 
uomini pili accorti. La letture del 
Mercure de France ebbe nella mia 
formazione un' importanzR. da non 
trascurare. La polemica che vi si 
sv01geva, s'imperniav;a intorno al 

1. Nel senso pili ampio della parola. 

nome e all'opera di MalIarme. Mi 
gettai su Mallarme, 10 lessi con pas
sione ed, e probabile, ana lettera non 
10 dovevo capire; maconta poco 
capire alIa lette:r;ala poesia: Ia sentfvo, 
Mi seduceva con la musica delle sue 
paroLe, con i1 Isegreto, quelsegreto 
che mi e tutt'oggi segreto. Mallarme 
non mi e forse pili un poeta intera
mente ,ermetico, e un paeta" 3. 

Questa confessione ci perrnette di 
col1egare Ungaretti con Mallarme, 
)che, siricordi, e il teo rico della 
"purezza" della poesia, della sua 
"pamla". iInfatti, nei primi prodotti 
letterari di Ung~retti, CIi cui la Noia 
sarebbe uno dei pili significativi, ci 
si accorge del tentativo del poeta di 
ridare alIa parola queUacarica. fonica 
e semantic a che nel corso dei secoli 
aveva perso: il poeta del deserto e 
continuamente impegnato a scavare 
nel segreto della parola perche se ne 

2.. Questa mia atteggiamento storicistico non va interpretato come chiusura verso Ie 
artre correnti pili moderne, come quella psicanalitica e stilistica e sociologica, di 
cui mi sono pur avvalso in questo mio studio. 

3. G. Ungaretti, Note del' poeta' sulla vita e sulla sua poesia, in Ungayetti; a oura di 
L. Piccioni (Torino, 1971), p. 334. 
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spnglOni un' eco sotterranea 4. Si 
notino Ie: vocaIi laITotondate (0, u) 
della seconda strafe della Noia: 

Questasolitudine in giro 
titubante ombra dei fili tranviari 
SUll'UIIUdo asfalto 

Le vocali anotondate, specie' la 
velare 'u', ,ereano, tramite }a sugges
tione fonioa, un' atmosfera di mistero 
e di silenzio, un sentimenti dell'inaf
ferrabiIita del pass'ar del tempo e 
della angoscia esistenziale ehe ne 
deri:va; paura che e tutta eoagulata 
nelLa frase "titubante ombra" non 
solo p&r via semantica (iI eonnotato 
dl "ombra" e sempre stato uno di 
cosa labile, effimera, che sfocia nella 
morte) ma anche, e soprattutto, per 
vi,a fonica (Ia labiale 'b' di "titu
bante" rieeheggiata dalla 'b' di 
"ombra", e Ie pause che vengono a 
interpors,i fra Ie .1,arbiaIi tramite i 
gruppi fonici 'ant' ed 'omb'). Cioe, se 
da un Lato Ungaretti rinuncia a rima 
e metro tradizionaIi 5, dalI'altra lato 
egIi "tende a valorizzare in eompenso 
i valori sillabici, Ie cellule fonico
sema:ntiche del discorso ehe acquis
tano forza struttumnte, a volte anche 
rispetto alle immagini 0 unita 
iconiehe stesse" 6. Proprio coneen
trandosi sulla pronuncia delle sin
go Ie parole, egli trasmette, credo, il 

messaggio della Noitt 1. Si rilegg;a la 
ter~aed ultima strafa: 

Guardo Ie teste dei brumisti 
nel mezzo sonnO' 
ternennare. 

NeU"Uinita strofica ,concilllsiva 
brumisti e tentennare riecheggiano 
rispettivamente ombra e titubante 
della seconda strafe; pero, va subito 
notato nerl primo verso della terza 
strofe, il prcroominio delle dentali e 
delle sibilanti delle voci teste e 
brumisti~ e, nei seguenti vers" deBe 
doppie consonanti di mezzo, sonna e 
tentennare: queste doppie, pur nel 
lorD ritmo pausato, aecentuano il pas
sagio da una condizione di moto 
chiuso e ambiguo (titubante ombra 
dei fili tranviari dove Ie Jiquide di 
fili tranviari sonO incastonate tra Ie 
'labiaIi di titubante ombra e di umido) 
a quello di mota possibile, un mota 
vitale ed effusivo. Si deve tener 
conto deUacariea di apertura ehe 
serbano Ie. parole sonno e l'infinito 
tentennare, pieno questo di carica 
alliterativa. Pare che il poeta stesse 
per dire ehe la vita e queslo prender 
cosdenza delI'esistenza, e ehe questa 
esistenza e una resistenza, facendo 
vale,re i gruppi fonid 'ste' e 'sti' di 
"teste" e di "brumisti" eon la lora 
implieazione di durevolezza 8, E 

4. Questo aspetto si puo trovare nella poesia di Baudelaire. Cfr. W. Benjamin, Angelus 
Novus, (Torino, 1962), p.96. 

5. Rinuncia che egli eredita dai iuturisti. 
6. G. Camben, La Poesia di Ungaretti (Torino, 1976), p.31. 
7. Per Ia differenza fra Ie prime versioni e quell a finale di Noia, efr. E. Sanguineti, 

Fra Liberty e Crepuscolarismo (Milano, 1965). p.lIO. 
8. Ragion per cui G. Camben, op.cit., ritiene abbiano Ia stessa origine Ie parole come 

'stone', Stein, e Stare. 
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questa soliEudine c'he viene seop
rendo il poeta non sarebbe pill 
motivo di paura, ma di potenziale 
eonforto, perehe forse ineonscia
mente, trova in questa solitudine la 
solitudine prenata:le e infantile, per 
cui si sentiva unito al Cosmo 9; i1 
naufrago trova una sua allegria 
momentanea. 

Queste nostre osservazioni di ear
attere stirlistico e psieanaliticeo ci 
aiutano eerto ad. addentrarci nella 
'ragjlo~:1 d',esser;' di.questa :p'pesia. 
Comunque, eerte dQ,mande suI' con
tenuto della .poesia sono rimaste fin· 
or.a senza adeguato eommento. perche, 
per esempio, ilpoeta. esit,a, davanti ai 
"fiIi transviari" e 'aIr "umido as
ralto,,? E' probabile che Ungaretti 
fosse in queJ· periodo sotto l'influenza 
della filosofija. di Bergson. Si ricordi 
ladistinzjJone che faceva Ufi/losofo 
fmncese fra l'inteHigenza e !'in
tuito 10; secondo lui, 'l'uomo che tras
forma lamateria e costruisce nel 
tempo e nella spazlo ,sarebbe si uti
lissimo ma inca:pace di afferrare il 
significato della duree, della vita 

stessa. Accanto alII' homo faber ci deve 
essere anehe, e soprattutto, l'homo 
sapiens: questi s'addentra neHa realta 
del:Ia duree senza scomporre questa 
stessa realta. Ma questo fhomo 
sapiens 10 puo attuare solo in alcuni 
momenti favorevoli e ttransitori 11. 

Ungaretti 10 realizza in quei momenti 
amhigui e Iabili deIl',alba, do po Ie 
lunghe flotti che egli trascorre in
sonne, passeggiando £ra la Senna e il 
giardino del "Lussemburgo" (vedi 
Nostalgia), 0 dopo una noite insangui
nata, in trincea, come fara suI Carso 
(vedi Vanitd). Qui a Milano, eompone 
la Noia dopo unanotte che egli tras
corre passeggiando, stanco e solo, 
lungo i viali deserti, riflettendo pro
babmimente lSu11'inconsistenzla del 
nuovo mondo borghese, questa nuova 
civilta - con i1 falso mito della velo
cita -, di cui egli, venuto dal 'nulla' 
del deserto prevede gia il lento ed 
inevitabile consumarsi E~. 

Gerard Bugeja, B.A. (lIons,) insegna .lin
gua e letteratura. italiana. alia Scuola me

dia superiore, Valetta. 

9. Gaston Bachelard, La Poetica della Reverie (Bari, 1972), pp.109-119. 
10. J.M. Bichewski, Contemporary European Philosophy (Los Angeles, 1969), pp.l04-105. 
11. Si aggiunge a questo riguardo la pesante e negativa critica da parte dei critici 

marxisti di questo "l'art pour J'art", di questo slancio fine a se stesso. Cfr. R. 
Bodei inE, Bloch, Karl Marx (Bologna, 1972), p.15. 

12. W. Benjamin, op,cit., pp.87-151. 



THE PROBLEl',1 OF LIGHT: 
The First Rumb~ings of the Wave

Particle Duality 

Albert Farrugia 

Light - the physicists' problem. The nature of light was the subject 
of such controversy ever since two schools of thought - one led by Newton, 
the other by Huyghens - had proposed two different viewpoints of the nature 
of light. Newton viewed Jight as a stream of discrete particles while Huyghens 
maintained that light was a form of wave-motion. As any O-level student 
knows, experimentation involving Wlave-properties such as diffraction (the 
famous Young's slits experiments) eventually proved as correct Huyghens' 
idea of light as waves passing through a contini urn, which was eventually shown 
to be space itself by the Scot, James Clerk~MaxwelI in his work on electro
magnetic radiation. By the end of the 19th Century, it seemed tbatlight pre-· 
sented no problem. Light was waves. 

The first problem that arose involved an explanation of· the energy dis~ 
tribution of the thermal l'Iadiation emitted upon heating a perfect absorber -
a perfectly black object. In practice what was studied was the radiation emit~ 
ted by an enclosed cavity heated to very high temperatures. A small hole was 
drilled in the cavity and the thermal radiation emitted from the hole was in
vestigated and analysed. As the temperature of such a cavity - a "black 
body" - is increased, the colour (Le. the frequency) of the radiation changes 
from red to white in a way which is fiamiliar: 

550°C 
750°C 
900 0 e 

1000°C 
1200·C 

dark red 
cherry red 
orange 
yellow 
white 

Radiation with a broad spectrum of wavelengths is emitted and to ex
press the changes in the radiation spectrum the function p(V,T) is defined 
such that p(V,'I)dV is the l'Iadiation energy per unit volume (the "energy 
density") with frequencies in the range between V and V + dV found in the 
cavity when its absolute temperature is T. 

Using purely classical arguments based on the picture of radiation in 
the form of continuous waves, Wilhelm Wien, in 1896, proposed the following 
.formula for the energy distJ'libution, showing an exponential dependence of 
'the function with temperature: 
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p{\T.T.) = A V3e BV IT where A and B are constants. 
Although this formula explained the properties of blackbody radiation 

as envinced in the spectral data known untilla:bout 11399; in that year Heinrich 
Rubens and Ferdinand Kurlbaum showed, by a series of spectral measure
ments at low radiation frequencies, that the formula. broke down when it rat~ 
tempted to explain data involving measurements at high temperatures and 
low frequencies. In fact, they showed that although Ian exponential dependence 
with temperature was observed at low temperatures rand high radiation fre· 
quencies, at high temperatures and low frequencies a simple dependence on 
temperature was observed, i.e. 

p(lT) is proportional to T 
It is worth noting heretll<lt thE'seformulae;. which attempted an ~~ 

planation of the same' naturaLphenomenon at two different tempera'ture li:mits, 
ane basioally empirical with little theoretical foundation. The weakness· of 
such empirical arguments. is evident stnce even. their empirical vas1idity is 
dubious, as is evinced· by the conflicting results at different temperatures; 

The Wein.formula gave. good. results for high radiatitmfreqencies, Le. 
for low wavelensi';ths, but as we have ,seen broke down at low frequencies, At 
hig'h wavelenro:hs the formula did not fit the experimental data" We}n derived. 
his formuliR bv using the methods of classical thernlotWnamics. The J;)Toblem 
was taekledcliifereritly bv Rav1eigh and Jeans·. Thev worked out the number 
of. modes of vibration €If electrodynamic. waves. in an enclosure. and assumed· 
that the total energy wasequaUy distributed among these' modes: This gave 
them the. relationshif}: 

CI T where CI andC2a.reeonstants 
p = - .--; 

C2 L'~ and L is the wavelength of the radiation. 

The graph below shows the energy density plotted against the. radiation. 
wavelength using the Wein and Rayleigh-Jeans formula. 

p(T) Rayleigh 
-Jeans' 

\/ 
\ . 
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The .failure of theWein formula to predict resul'tsat high wavelengt.hs 
is apparent. TneRayleigh-J eansformula gave good 'results 'f'Orhigh wave
iengthsbut. broke· down when ;af)pliedt'O low wavelengths, as can be seenbya 
comparisi'On with the experimental results. 

Thus. we see that both these methods, which -use classical theory based 
on radiation in the fOrnl of continu'Ous waves,fiail to give a c'Omplete ·eX!}lan.
ation 'Of the radiation emitted by the "black-b'Ody". It seemed that the es
tablished classical theories we:re not so complete after all. However, nobody 
dared question the validity of the established arguments .. 

This was the state of affairs when MaxPJianck started his work onfhe 
"black~body"pr;oblem. Planck represented the moleeules of the waH of the 
ca~dty ali; simple ,harmonic "resonators" interacting with the radiation field 
of the "b~ack-body". When the wall and the radiation 'field are inequUbrium, 
this simple model leads to a formula for the energy distr,ibuti'On as follows: 

p (V.T) = (8 U V2Ic3) E (V,T) 

where c is the speed of light and E(V, T) is the average energy of thereson
alors with vibration frequency V. 

Using the .classical thermodynamic relations for the quantitIes energy 
land.entropy. Planck derived an empirical radiation formula of the ft:lrm: 

p(V.T,) = AV3' (eBV/T- 1) where A and B are constants 

This empirical relation was strjkingly effective in predicting thene;>;v 
spectral data obtained by Rubens and Kurlbiaum. In fact,a close'scrutinyGt 
the equation shows that when V IT becomes small i.e. lat low temperatures 
and,/'Orhigh temperatures, the equation reduces to an approximately linear 
temperature depenqence: 

p(V,T) approximately equal to (A/B)V2T 

as observed by Rubens and KurIbaum. 
Planck 1,:hen set out to make this empirical relati'On the basis for la fun

drunental radiation law. He attempted tog,ive his empirical equation a .found
ation in theory so that it would be used as the basis for a general theory of 
radiation .. It was witn .s'Ome initial misgivings that the fundamentally con
servative .Planck now discovered that, in the theoretical derivation 'Of ·his 
empirical equation, ia very revolutionary assumption had to be introduced. 
This was that the resonators .must gain or emit energy not in a continuous 
range, as classical. arguments and the wave theory predicted they should, but 
l'Iather in the form of small, discrete units, whose energy shouldbepropor
tional to the radiation frequency in acc'Ordance with the now famous equation: 

E= 11 V whereh lsa universal constant of nature called Planck's constant. 
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Planck called these small, discrete energy units "quanta". This fundamental 
assumption, which was inescapable if the empirical relations were to be given 
a foundation in theory, had enormous implications which were not realised for 
some time. 

Upon the assumption that the energy units are proportional to the 
resonator frequency, the radiation formula· now becomes: 

p(ViT) = (8 II V3') [hV/(ehV /kT - 1)] 

where kis Boltzmal1ll's constant. 
In the low-temperature, high-frequency range i.e. when V /':f is large, 

the formula is seen to reduce to the form of Weins radiation law! and of 
course this is very satisfactory: 

p(V,T) --,._.~ (8Uhv3jc3)e - hVjkT 

The Planck equation gives a perfect fit with the the speotral data over the 
whqle frequency region. 

As was said above, the implications of Planck's theory - that light, in
stood of being absorbed or emitted ir.. the form of continuous waves, was 
instead a series of energy packets - were not immediately realised orac
cepted. However, further support for the new theory was provided in 1905 by 
Albert Einstein, who. in that year published a series of papers that dealt death 
blows to classical physios. Among these was the first paper on the Special 
Theory of Relativity and a paper entitled On a Heuristic Viewpoint Concern
ing bhe Production and Transformation of Light. 

In this paper Einstein took up the thesis that real· quanta of energy 
exist and that they are to be found, as manifested by certain experiments, 
in the radiation field. We have mentioned the tardiness in the scientific world 
in fully realising the implications of Planck's theory and Planck himself was 
very careful not to infer anything concerning the structure of the radiation 
field - he restricted quantization to the behaviour of the material resonators 
of the "black-body". Yet here was Einstein asserting that light consists of dis
crete quanta (or photons as they were later known) not only in emission or 
absorbtion but also while travelling. It seemed a throwback to Newton's 
absolete theory of light as particles. It is important to note that even more 
than Planck's work, Einstein's reasoning was developed from fundamental 
assumptions with very little experimental support, To the physicists of the 
day, brought up on the empiric:ai laws of Newton, such theories were highly 
suspect. But the experimental support for Einstein's photons assured the 
theory widespread acceptance. One of the mysteries that it LnvoJved was the 
problem of the Photo-Electric Effect. 

iIt had been known for some time that when a metal surface isillumin
ated with ultraviolet light in a v1acuum, a,n electric current is produced in 
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direct proportion to the intensity of the light. In 1<899, PhiHppe Lenard had 
established that the current consists of electrons, previously characterised 
by J.J. Thomson. The electrons emitted ~nust gain their kinetk energy from 
the light shining on the metal surface. Now, according to the classical wave 
theory of light, the energy of the incident illumination should have been pro
portional to its intensity - in fact to the square of the wave amplitude. One 
would have thus expected, from the reasoning, to observe a dependence of 
the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons on the strength (intensity) of the 
incident i:llumination. In short, if the light shone on the metal surface was made 
brighter, the emitted electrons should have moved faster. 

In fact Lenard found that the number of emitted electrons did depend 
on the intensity of the light, but their kinetic energy, or velocity, was toaluy 
independent of the intensIty. This did not conform to what was expected from 
the wave theory. Instead, the energy of the electrons was found to depend 
on the frequency of the incident r:a:diation. Subsequent experiments showed 
that, whatever the light intensity, only a small time lag elapsed between 
illumination by the radiation and appearance of the current. This happened 
even with a very weak intensity and again did not fh in with the classical pic
ture of light in the form of broad w:a;ve fronts strik<ing the metal surfaces. Such 
a picture would have led to the expectation, for a weak illumination, in a time 
lag of several hours which would be required for the atom to absorb suffioient 
energy to eject an electron. Thus this phenomenon, which is known as the 
photo-electric eifect, cannot be explained by the classical, or wave, theory of 
light. 

Einstein, however, showed in his 1905 paper that his theoretical formu
lation of light as discrete particles, or photons, ,can explain the puzzling features 
of the photo-electric effect. If we view the illumination of the metal as a born" 
bardment by the light p:articles, the transfer of their energy to the electrons in
side the metal leads to the properties observed. Supposing the photons each 
have an energy E = hV accordmg to Planck's equation. 

Supposing then that this energy is transferred to an electron which is 
then ejected from the metal surf,ace with a certain velocity. For an elect,ron to 
escape from the attraction of the atom in the bulk of the metal a certain am
mount of work would have to be performed. Calling this work P and denoting 
the electron's mass ;and velocity by mand v respectIvely, we arrive at the fol
lowing equation describing the energy balance: 

(mv~)/2 = hV - P 

(kinetic energy of ejected electron) = (energy of incident photon tJ:1ansferred 
to eleotron) - (work performed by electron in reaching metal surface from 
bulk). 

If the electric current caused by the emergent electrons is opposed by a 
potential just large enough to prevent the ejection of the electrons - by bal-
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ancing~heref:ore,:thekinetic energy of the eIecctrons with apotentiail Vosuch 
that: 

then 

Voe = (mv2~I2 

Voe= hV - P. 

wheree is the electronic charge, 

Plotting Vo against V should.produce a straight line graph since this equation 
clearly shows that VQ, which depends on the kinetic energy of the (';ljected elec
trons, is ;a funcnion of the frequency of the incident Hght.In fact, during -1912-
17, a series of experiments by Robert Millikan resulted in a beautiful confir
mationof the result by ELnstein's equation. Upon illuminating rodium with light 
of various frequencies, the following results, which are plotted below, were 
obtained: 

?:I • 
:n is worth noting that the series of experiments that confirmed 

Einstein's .. equation, and .itstheoretiClal foundation - the picture of Jightas 
discrete parNcles with energy given by Planck's equation- were initially per
formed in an attempt to disprove Einstein's photon theory. Such was the re
luctance with which the quantum .ideas finally became established. 

This reluctance was understandable. One of the pillars of classical phy
sics,the wave theory of light, had been shown to provide only;an ,incomplete 
'picture. Certain properties of Ught, such as the phenomena of "blackcbody" 
radiation and the photo-electric effect, had been shown to be explainable only 
,by a completely new theoretical model. Light ;appeared to be behaving as dis
crete particles. 
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In this way the first example of the "wave-particle duality" appeared. 
This was to crop up again and again in the quantum theory of atomic structure. 
The new theory is of a high mathematical complexity but the wave-particle 
duality is one of its basic foundations 

But that is another story. And lest the A- level student, in his first 
attempt at quantum ideas, should feel a certain frustration and confusion, it is 
well to end this article with a quotation from Paul Dirac, one of the greatest 
quantum physicists: 

"I should like to suggest that one should not worry to much about 
... controversy. I feel very strongly that the stage physics has 
reached at the present day is not the final stage. It is' just one stage 
in the evolution of our picture of nature, and we should expect this 
process to continue into the future, as biological evolution continues 
into the future". 

FURTHER READING: 

Cropper William, The Quantum Physicists and an Introduction to their Physi'cs, Oxford 
University Press, 1970. 

Bunge Mario, edited by, Quantum Theory and Reality, Springer-Verrlag, Berlin, Heidel
berg, New York, 1967. 

Albert Farrugia B.5c., teaches Biology at De La Salle College, Cottonera. 



ULYSSES IN DANTE AND TENNYSON 

Charles Caruana Carabez 

In a critical essay entitled The 
Dilemma Of Tennyson W.W. Robin
son says of Tennyson's Ulysses: 
" ... although he speaks with the accent 
of Tennyson, the speakers is unmistak
ably the Ulysses of Dante."Further 
on he says: "Tennyson's Ulysses is 
Homer's Odysseus felt through 
Dante" 1 Both of these statements are 
misleading in that they imply Tenny
son's poem and its persona are wholly 
derived, a mere tmnslation of a pas
sage from Dante. Nothing ,in fact ,can 
be farther from the truth, for, al
though Tennyson's poem was inspired 
by a passage fmm Dante's Divina 
Commedia 2, indeed in spite of the fact 
that lexica'! elements are 'borrowed' 
by Tennyson from Dante, the theme 
of the English poem is completely 
different. There :are, moreover, other 
differences apart from the thematic 
one which contribute 'towards render
ing Tennyson's poem an entirely ori
ginal work. 

Considering the minor differences 
first, one should instantly realise that 
Dante's Ulysses isa narrator in a 
quasi-narmtive poem, whilst Tenny
son's persona is not. Dante's Ulysses 
has, as his raison d'etre, the telling of 
a story which amounts to an original 
version of his Own death; Dante ap-

parently desired to give Ulysses a 
more fitting death than the pathetic 
one ascribed to hitnby Homer. 3 

The inference to be drawn here, 
then, is that the culmination of 
Dante's passage is Ulysses's death, 
whilst this is not so in Tennyson, in 
whose poem a future death is merely 
mentIoned and dismissed. 

The chronological setting of both 
poems is :also very different. In Dante, 
Ulysses is dead, and is describing past 
events, whilst in Tennyson he is de
bating a future course of action. This 
of oourse has direot bearing on the 
matter of tone, for whilst the Dantes
que passage has a tone of narration 
that of Tennyson, relying :a:s it does 
from the tension arising from self
debate, from the impassioned examin
ation of a personal situation, is dra
matic. 

In Dante, too, the Ulyssean episode 
forms part ofa much larger entity, the 
Inferno. Being Ian episode, its import
ance lies in relation to other episodes, 
and although it can be considered on 
its own, it has far greater meaning 
when considered as part of a larger 
pattern. Being part of a whole, it is 
inferior to the whole, la molecule in a 
sea. Tennyson's poem has impact pre
cisely because it exists in a void. It im-

1. W.W. Robinson "The Dilemma Of Tennyson", Critical! Essays On The Poetry Of 
Tennyson, ed. ]. Killham (London, 1969), pp.155-6. 

2. Inferno Canto XXVI, 11.90-142. 
3. According to Homer, Ulysses was killed in error by Telegonus, his son by Circe, 

who was shipwrecked on Ithaca, l:lysses's island. 
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poses its presence Upon us with the 
same force as Rodin's Thinker would 
project, if we were to see it as the only 
illuminated object in a large dark hall. 
This 'splendid isolation' naturally 
strengthens the dl.1amatic quality issu
ing from the tone, ,and indeed makes 
the whole poem much more memor
able and striking. What is particularly 
strange is that in spite of its having no 
kind of 'main body' to which it can be 
attached, it does not have the 'feel' of 
a fl.1agment. It is ,a soliloquy which 
does not need a play, an island entire 
umo itself. 

The two poets visualised the pro
tagonist ,in very different ways. [n 
Dante, Ulysses is fully identifiable, 
with the common attachments of com
mon men: 

ne dolcezza di figlio, ne la pieta 
del vecchio padre, ne il debito amore 
10 qual Penelope dovea far lieta 

(11. 94-96) 

- even though Ulysses is here stating 
that his 'ardour' for discovering the 
world(,divenir del mondo esperto', 
1.98) was stronger tha:n his love for 
his family, he acknowledges Ithis love 
with adjectives which express its 
strength and warmth. 

Tennyson's Ulysses may seem, by 
contrast, a much 'colder' man. He is 
'match'd with an aged wife': His words 
express his marital relationship clear
ly. It is a maJtch, a matter of conven-

ience now rendered even more desul
tory and devoid of attraction by the 
onset of old age. As to his son, Tete
machus, 'He works his work, Imine'. 
His relationship to his son is the 
sam.e we reserve for passers-by in a 
busy street: We merely acknowledge 
their existence. His son, moreover, is 
described by him with condescen
sion and even subtle contempt'4. He 
has 'slow prudence', he is enamoured 
of common duties, he is 'decent' and 
'tender', he is meticulous in that he 
does not simply adore his gods but 
does so in 'meet' fashion. His gods 
are as pedestrian as he is, being but 
'r~ousehold' deities. TeIemachus's 
chief aim is that of subduing people 
to 'the useful and the good': a glor
fied chief-constable. Quite clearly, 
Ulysse<; is disdainful of a SOn who 
has not taken ,after him, and who 
does not share his vision. Ulysses is 
nOit 'cut out' to be a king, and he is 
attracted by his people; they are, to 
him, 

........................... a Savage race 
That hoard, and sleep, and know 
not me. 

Being these people's king is unplea-
sant since it forces him to " ..... . 
mete and dole/Unequal laws ...... " 

If there is nothing lat nome which 
attracts him, what does this man sigh 
for? Adventure certainly, as is clear 
from even a cursory reading of the 
poem. Most critics have maintained 

4. I am indebted to E.]. Chiasson for his perceptive analysis of the Ulysses-Telema
chus relationship in Tennyson's poem in his essay "Tennyson's 'Ulysses' - A Re
Interpretation", ]. Killham (ed.) op. cit., p.l. 
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that adventure is the mainspring of his 
soul, but funther analysis may indi
cate that this is too simplistic. 

Ulysses is not a lone wolf, he dis
plays no desire to 'saU to Byzantium' 
on his own. His nostalgia for his mar
iners is sharply defined: 

my mariners, 
Souls that have toU'd, and wrought 
and thought with me • 
That ever with a frolic welcome took 
The thunder and the sunshine and 

opposed 
Free hearts, free foreheads ............ ' 

Ulysses aspires for 'some work of 
noble.note', one 'not unbecoming men 
that strove with Gods in the company 
of bis mariners. The piCiture that em
erges from a close reading is of a man 
who hates 'to dole Unequall Iaws', who 
loves. 'to strive, to seek, to find and 
not to yield', who has 'drunk delight 
of battle with (his) peers', and who 
dreams of a last grand 'fling' in the 
company of his loyal band, with him 
'one equal temper of heroic hearts'. 

With our legacy of historical fact 
we Clan recognise Ulysses for what he 
is. In the 1920's and thirties Europe 
brought forth Ithe idea of the 'super
man', the military athlete. Tainted as 
it became through the politics of Italy 
and Germany, the idea hardlyappea,Is 
to us, yet it seems to hold a kind of 
fascination of its own. It is a recur
rent one, since it had equal force in 
Sparta. During the second world war, 
the Teutonic expansionism of the 
Third Reich offered ample possibility 
to young men for sav:ouring the 'heady 
delights' of braving danger. in the 
company of courageous comrades. 

Resourceful, free-style commandlo 
warfare waged by small, self-sufficient 
groups of highly-trained young men 
actually. gave Germany most of her 
amazingly swift early victories. The'se 
1)1en, imbued with the idea of being 
supermen" relishing a spartan life in 
an exclusively masculine environment, 
achieved feats of ,arms which sound 
impossible. Ulysses displays the love 
of danger and the unyielding mentality 
of these men. Ulysses is intense in 
his loyalty, in his love of equality ad
venture and peril. He is not a 'cold' 
man; he is merely excited by things 
which lie outside !the pale. 

iThe Ulysses. of Dante's Inferno de
monstrates characteristics which are 
quite different, and issue from the 
Italian rather than the Nordic weltan
schauung. Although he is a brave man, 
he is not beckoned by danger per se 
but by the excitement of discovery: 
" ....................•... l'ardorejch'i ebbi a 
divenir del mondo esperto." (97-8) 

He is an explorer, a geographer, not 
an unyielding 'striver'. Ulysses's 
speech in !the Inferno is replete with 
geographical names: Gaeta, Spain, 
MnroC'co, Sardinia, 'the Antartic 
(1:,'altro polo). He is not in sean::h of 
danger but dreams of a new world 
(diretro a1' sol,del mondo sanza 
gente). It is quite clear that Dante's 
Ulysses does not yearn for Valhalla: he 
has been spawned in the environment 
which brought forth Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, Vasco da 
Gama, even .. His talk of stars clearly 
places him in the tradition of these 
great naviglators and explorers, and 
in fact lines 124 Ito 132 (inclusive) deal 
with navigation. This element is far 
less conspicuous in Tennyson. Indeed, 
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Dante's passage is somewhat superfi
cial in the sense that introspection is 
not a major element. In Tennyson 
Ulysses bares his soul, and this is pos
sible, as has been pointed out, because 
of the form of dramatic • soliloquy 
which Tennyson chose. This exposure 
of the driving force within an identifi· 
ably 'great' man cannot but contribute 
to the thematic element. 

In both Dante and Tennyson one 
detects what may be termed 'mol'al 
awareness', and this amounts to a 
marked similarity. Both personae re
gard the ennobling of human nature 
through trial as being most important. 

Dante's Ulysses tells his men: "fatti 
non foste a vivere come brubi," and 
Tennyson describes :tJhe commOn peo
ple, who do not have Ulysses's sense 
of challenge as 'savages' (1.4) and as 
a 'rugged people' (l.38). iln both poems 
we find the desire to exceed human 
limitations: 

quando venimmo a quella foee st1:etta 
dov'Ereule segno' u suoi riguardi 
aeeio ehe l'uom piu oltre non 8i 

meUa (107-109) 

(When we came to the strait and nar
row passage where Hercules did mark 
his limits beyond which no man may 
go) 

And this gray spirit yearing in desire 

To follow knowledge like a sinking 
star, 

Beyond the utmost bound of human 

thought' (110-32) 

In spite of this similarity, which ex-

teridseven to linguistic levels, the ac
cent iriTennyson is on different things. 
His Ulysses is, as we have seen, a war
rior-adventurer, and there is nothing 
submissive about him. Whilst Dante's 
Ulysses seems:to acknowledge (and 
thereby accept) the supremacy Of the 
gods·· (com' altripiacque (1.141»), 
Terinyson's Ulysses thinks nothing of 
opposing the deities (Not unbecoming 
men that strove with Gods (1.53». 
This 'healthy' disrespect, this arrogant 
trust in human possibilities is akin to 
the Medieval concE:"pt of virtu 5, but at 
the same time is reminiscent of the 
aggressive attitued of the Victorian 
merchant and Industrialist classes. 

Although Tennyson's Ulysses is a 
thinker ( the poem is a ruminative 
and reflective one) he desires to 'drink 
life to the lees'; he is a thirster after 
experience, but the experience he 
seeks must be exotic. 

This, perhaps, is the central idea of 
the poem. One must live, live to the 
full, feel life through every pore. 
There must bectanger, . .bravery, will
power, loyalty and a sense of chal
lenge if man is· to deserve his name. 
Life has to have heroic proportions .if 
it is to have true significance. 

As such, the poem is a pagan hymn 
to life : it ignores any conception of 
punishment or reward beyond death. 
and considers the excitement of a 
'Ulyssean' me as reward in itself, 
Written ,as it was in the poet's worst 
moments of bereavement it consti
tutes an attempted establishment of 
values, wherein 'living to :the full' be
comes supreme since death is the ab
solute cessation of existence. The 

.5. It is ironic that Dante .mentions this very word (1.120). 
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poem has a great. sense of urgency. 
Tennyson and Dante were both at· 

tracted and inspired by the figure of 
the aged Ulysses, but their creations 
are basically different since they re
flect their creators. Dante was 
troubled by the fact that the world 
was not completely known, as Tenny
son was troubled by Death. This is 
why Dante's vision is of a man in 

search of geographic erudition, an ex
plorer, ,a transformer of the unknown 
into the known, whilst Tennyson's 
protagonist is an athlete, a man who 
is driven 'To strive, to seek, to find, 
and not to yield'. 

Charles Caruana Carabez M.A. teaches 
English at the Upper Secondary School, 
Valetta. 
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TURNING THE BLUE INTO BLACK: 

The Mediterranean Oil Pollution Problem 

Victor Axiak 

~t has been intoxicating iPoets, 
writers and artists for centuries. It 
has been loved, fought for, mistreat
ed land enjoyed by a suacessWon of 
ciiv'iLiz''ltiions. It is lannually invaded 
by millions of tourists (one-third of 
all internationalI tourism) in search of 
fun, beauty and past glories. At pre
sent ,it washes the shoreline of no 
less than 18 countries, with 100 mil
lion inhabitants. Moreover, the eco
nomic, social and political future of 
our islands is insepal'lable from this 
sea's future. And meanwhile, the 
Mediterranean has become the cess
pool of its member states, a polluted 
body of water, waiting to be cleaned 
from a long list of major pollutants. 
Right on top of this black list, comes 
that dark fluid on which our modern 
society is so much dependent - oil. 
Though representing only 1% of our 
planet's ocean surface! the Mediter
ranean receives more than its fair 
share of global oil pollution. About 
half of the world's floating tar and 
oil is located here, and it has been 
estimated that one-eight to one
fourth of the world's oil pollution oc
curs in this sea. This shows that the 
area is in effect one of the worst oil
polluted regions IQf the world. What 
are the likely causes which have led 
us to such a near-crisis situation? 

Each step in the explomtion, pro
duction, transport and processing of 
crude oil may be regarded as a pos-

sible source of oil pollution. Though 
the majority of oil rich deposits so 
far exploited by man within this re
gion, lie within inland masses, it is 
expected that within the next decade, 
the continental shelves off Spain, 
Tunisia, Libya, in the Adriatic, and 
Aegean Seas will become increasing
ly important sites for oil drilling 
operations. Major oil spills have oc
cured at oil drilling sites in other re
gions (eg. in the Bravo incident in the 
North Sea, 1977). If the necessary 
precautions are not taken in time, the 
cha.nces of IQil pollution Iresulting 
from such sources, will increase 
Significantly in the near future. More
over, many parts of the Mediterran
ean sea floor are active, that is, vol
canoes and earth movements are 
common, land so spills may be expec
ted here, no matter how careful and 
efficient such off shore oil extractiQn 
operations may be. 

IThis sea 'is flanked on the south 
side by oil rich countries and on the 
north side by oil-thirsty industri
alized countries. In fiact, nearly a 
quarter of the world's total oil traffic 
is estimated to be carried out within 
this region 2.3. In 1975 some 350 
million tonnes of oil crossed or land
ed in the Mediterranean. The chan
ces of accidental or intentional oil 
spillage resulting from this marine oil 
traffic lalI'e significant. The discharge 
of ballast oil, of tanker washings and 
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of oily bilge water from tankers, is in 
fact one of the major source of oil 
pollution in the Mediterranean, re
sulting in the annual discharge of 
about 300,000 tonnes of oil in this sea 
(1972 estimate}. In order to maintain 
adequate··manouverability and propel
ler immersion, tankers have to load 
in sea water instead of crude oil in 
their storage tanks, during the return 
voyage. This ballast water, which be
comes hetwHy poU:utedwitho,il re
mains in the tanks, has to beeven
tually unl0aded, either in the sea, or 
in tank cleaning facilities ·atharbours 
(only ab0ut half of the 17 loading 
harbours have such faclities in the 
Mediterranean). Some 80% of the 
Wlorld's 'tanke,' fleet practise a pro
cedure Cialled 'Voad o.n TOop' (LOT) 
whereby oil is separated and collected 
from ballast sea water before its dis
charge. Unfortunately such procedures 
are mther lengthy and are only feasi
ble when long distance journeys are in
volved. This LOT system cannot be 
used ,in the short distance shipping 
chamcteristic . of the Mediterranean. 
Until recently, in fact, most ships dis
charged their ballast oil· in one of two 
regions (see map) where such dis
charges were permitted by internation
al law. Since January 1978 these two 
dumping zones have also been re
moved. 

Only a smallpercentJage of oil in
troduced in the marine environment is 
actually due to accidental damage to 
tankers~ Nevertheless, accidents do 
happen and these were the cause of 
welIl'ubrieised major oil spiHs Which 
occurred in several parts of. the world, 
especially in regions of· heavy tanker 
traffic. In the Mediterranean, .one of 

the regions of heaviest tanker traffic is 
probably to the southwest of Malta. 
The chances of major accidental oil 
spills occurring in this area are un
comfortably high. The likely ·effectsof 
such major oil spills would be catas
trophic both to our natural marine en
vironment and to our tourist industry. 

The oil refineries lining the Mediter
rani an cOoastline utilize large quanti
ties of water during their normal pro
cessing of crude oil. Such water efflu
ents may contain as much as 250 parts 
per million of dissolved oil and this is 
evenmallydumped in the sea. About 
20,000 tons of oil reach the Mediter
ranean annually via these sources 4. 

Loss of oil from industrial complexes 
along the coast, as well as from small 
consumers such as yachts and other 
water crafts, may talso contribute to 
such liand-based oil discha,rges. These 
discharges,together with those due to 
trasportJationare the major sources 
of oil pollution· in our sea, leading to 
the familiar shorelines full of unplea
sant • taI1ry residues; 

The situation· is worsened by the 
peculiar hydrographicchamcteristics 
of this sea. The Mediterranean . con
tainssol11e 3.7 million cubic kilometres 
of sea water, which is usually well 
oxygenated, but rather poor in nut
trierrts such as nitrates, phosphates and 
silicates, needed by marine organisms. 
This has led some scientists to refer 
tothf" sea as 'blud but sterile' since 
low nutrients necessarily mean less 
fish and other marine life. In fact only 
areas under the Arctic· ice and in the 
desert - like central and subtropical 
seas of the world's oceans are less pro
ductive per unit are!a 5. Due to the high 
temperature of its surface waters, an 
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average of .a.bout ·1.5 metres of water 
per year over the whole sea are lost 
through evaporatio.n. To compensate 
for this loss, surface waters from the 
Atlantic (poor in nutrients) pour in 
the ,Medite!1ranean basin via the 
straits of Gibraltar. In effect, this 
means that the Mediterranean .is re
plenishedat a low rate and it takes 80 
to .100 years to renew its water. This 
also means that any floating pollutant, 
like oil, tends to. accumulate within 
this. region and that dispersal of other 
pollu.t;ants . is low. Moreover, cyclonic 
circulation of the surface waters is 
such thatit tends to deposit any spilled 
oil on the. shores or to accumulate it 
at. ce!'tain exposed zones. In the Medi
terranean, the deep waters are depen
dent for thei!' oxygen supply on ver
tical mixing with surface waters main
ly in three restricted regions - ie, the 
Provencal basin,the Northern Adria
tic and the Aegean Sea. This means 
that the bottom sediments in such re
gionsmay well become polluted with 
crude 'Oil floating on the surface. It 
has also been suggested that the oxy
gen content of the deep waters may 
diminish. because of lack of oxygen
ation of surface waters due to the 
presence of oil slicks, though scien
tists seem to disagree about the validi
ty of this argument 5,6. 

Crude oil itself is one of the most 
complex natural materialls. Its chemi
cal composition, physical properties 
and behaviour after being split, de
pendsmuch on its source of origin. On 
spmageoiI tends to spread o.ver the 
water forming oil slicks. It will then 
start losing its more volatile and more 
tmdc components via evapior
ation as well as solution -in the 

water column. These volatile 
oomponents include the lower 
aromatic and alkane hydrocarbons. 
Most of the dispersed oil is eventually 
rem(oved from the sea by lbacteri!al 
action. Reports have been made of 
widespread occurence of bacteria able 
to. degrade oil at sea. However for such 
biodegradatiol]. to take place, large 
amounts of oxygen (1 litre of crude 
oil requiring all the dissolved oxygen 
in 320,000 litres of sea water) as well 
as {the necessary nutrients must be 
present in the sea. Eventually split 
oil, after loosing its volatile cQnsti
tuents 'and after being partly biodeg
raded, will fonp tarry lumps which 
may eventually reach the coastline. 
such tar balls are persistent and highly 
resistant to. further physical or bio
chemical degradation. The majority 
of beaches and harbours in the wes
tern Mediterranean are moderately or 
severely poI1uted with such tarry 
lumps. In some parts, fishing nets 
could no longer be used las they have 
beoome completely covered with tar 4. 

The introduction of oil in the marine 
environment may have diverse and 
complex effects on sea life. These ef
fects may be immediate and rather 
dramatic, orlongterm and more subtle. 
The immedi'ate toxic effects of fresh 
crude oil on various marine organisms 
have been well documented in the past 
few years 7,8. In general the greater 
the dispersion and emulsion of crude 
oil, the more evident are its toxic ef
fects. These effects are especially 
significant on the coastline, where 
nearly all marine organisms aTe effec
ted to varying extents. Young forms 
of marine animals are generally sensi
tive to oil. Thus Allen 9 has shown 
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that 0.5 ml of crude oil in 1ml of sea 
water will produce enough water 
soluble fractions to effect drastically, 
the cleavage and further development 
of fertilized eggs of sea urchins. Simi
lareffects are reported in the oase of 
many . fish. Mechanical damage by 
crude oil on several organisms has 
8:Isobeen extensively reported, espe
cially on sea birds. Feathers have a 
great affinity for oil and oil penetrates 
or clogs the plumage, aUowingwater 
to eriter the air spaces. As 'a result the 
bird gets heavier, swimming is imped
ed and flight becomes impossible. 
Large numbers of sea birds have died 
from drowning or· exposure after en
countering an oil slick. Also oiled 
birds' eggs usually fail to hatch. Oil 
may also penetrate into sea ,pl'ants kil
ling their growing points. However 
most oiled algae and seaweeds are 
capable of recovery. 

In the presence of chronic low level 
oHpollution (such as is often the case 
in . the Mediterranean) several long 
term subtle sublethal effects on sea 
life are reported, which may lead to 
more far reaching ecological damage. 
Thus respiratory functions of fish, and 
shelLfish are effected even by very low 
concentrations of oil. 'Fish gills are 
irritated by dispersed oil and secrete 
copious thick mucus which may inter
ferewiththeir norm'al functioning 
leading to sickness,unbalance in the 
body water and salts and eventual 
death.:Ouringstormyweather or when 
an oil slick is tre'ated with' detergents, 
small oil droplets are formed which 
may be ingested by filter-feeding mar
ine organisms such as mollusces, lead
ing to' tainting, Fish' are also known 
to be thus' effected and reports of in-

edible oil-tainted fish caught in and 
around the Mediterranean harbours 
are common. In 'France, Spain, Tunisia 
Yugoslavia and Israel, commercial·fish 
and shell fish tainted with oil are be
'doming a commonloccurrence. Fur
thermore it .is now known that several 
oil fractions' are chemically quite 
stahle and may persist and become in
corporated in marine food webs, pos
sibly leading up to man himself. It is 
known that crude and refined oils con
tain many compounds which are car
cinogenic to mammals or man, inclu
diligpolynucleararoinatic hydrocar
bons (PNAiH). It is as yet unclear 
whether such dangerous compounds 
are in fact incorporated and accumu
lated in marine food webs; Other sub
lethal effects of oil on marine organ
Isms may include interference with 
subtle integrative mechanisms utiliz
ingpheromones (chemical messen
gers), by blocking body receptors or 
by mimicking natural stimuli. 

Recent research· carried out· at the 
University of iMalta show that on ex
posure to water soluble fractions' of 
oil, there occurs a reduction in the 
adhesive properties. of tube . feet and, a 
decrease in the normal spine reaction 
response to localmechancal stimuli of 
a local sea urchin, Paracentrotus livi
dus. Also,when the littoral snail 
Mortodontaturbinata was exposed to 
various forms of crude oil a rather 
curious 'inversion ,effect' was reported. 
Animals thus effected turned upside 
down, stand on their shell with foot 
fully extended,but without attemp
ting to righten themselves up. In the 
natural normal state, this snail is 
found grouped in clusters on exposed 
rocky shores, presumably as an adap-
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tationtowithstand heavy wave action. 
The normal animal also tends to make 
a number of excursions across the sea 
waterleveleachdaY,s0.that it is al
ternatively immersedandemersed. All 
thesen0rmal behavi0ural patterns. are 
severely altered in the presence of 
crude oil, and these effects .may re
duce the normal chances ofsuryival 
ofthisspedes 10. 

Reduced speeies.diversity of habi
tats exposed to·chronic ·low leveloi! 
poUution have been reported in several 
Mediterranean oil> harbours and re
finery .. s1tes 4; ·Thusthe bay of Mug
gia in Italy was kn6Wnin the past for 
its extraordinary colourful diversity of 
animal.and.plant Ufe,Ever since Ube
came ·the site of ahuge complex of oil 
.refineries, only about ten marine· spec
ies, which are resistant to oil are left. 
Allyreducedspeeiesdiversity.of a par
tioular habitat· renders it ecologically 
less stable. 

lnan effort to dean up. and control 
oil .. pollution, several methods halVe 
been devised and are employed by 
Mediterrnnean·states. These inclpde, 
retrieval of oil byspeeiaUy design-

. e:Qcrafts, sinking and. dispersing 
of oil by·theuse of detergents. 
Some of ·tlIesecontrol measures 
may themselves he harmful to 

. sea Iife,eSfJeeial1y in the case ofoiI 
dispersants.' Others merely result in. a 
displacement of . the pollutants. Much 
effopt i:s being. made to devise efficient 
ahdhatmless control measures. 

The questions now are whether the 
Mediterranean nations will realize in 
time the extent of the damage 
being done by.oil and other pollu
tion to this sea, and whether they 
are· willing. to forget political dif-

ferences and unite in a common 
effort to protect their common 
heritage. Recent developments in 
regional co~operation are indeed heart
ening. In 'Barcelona, in February 1976, 
a Mediterranean Action· Plan was de
vised comprisngpoltical, legal, selen
tific'and eoonomic measures in an ef
fort·· topl'0tect this sea. Thisac.tion 
plan which is. beingco-ordinated by 
the United Na:tions EnvironmentalPro
gramme; also involves two pilot moni-

. toring pl1ojects: one devoted to the 
study of the actuaI stateofoiJ pollu
tion in the Mediterranean, while the 
other.' deals with . the problems of the 
coastal transport.· of pollutants. 

Several MedIterranean research 
centres (including one at theUniver
sityofMalta.)·are also activelypartici
patingin this .plan in an effortto study 
the effects of poHutantsonthe marine 
ecosystem. On the Jegislative side,. at 
the Barcelona Conference, the major
ity of the Mediterranean· states adop
ted a" Convention On . the Marine 
EnvironmentasweUas two protocols, 
including one . dealing with combatting 
oil pollution. As ar:esult, a Regional 
Oil CornbatingCentre was set up In 

Malta to fadlitateco-operation.in this 
field. In faci?a major.role is being play
edby our country in the field of in
ternational .co-operation as regards 
such common environmental problems. 
At many international gather
ings,it is now a common sight to see 
marine ;scientists and diplomats . from 
Turkey and Greece and from Arab 
.countries and Israel working side .by 
side t6. help solve our sea's environ
mehtal'problems, while theircompat
riots have been at war. Maybe, only 
when facing aoommon crisis will the 
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people of the Mediterranean be able to 
realize their common heritage and 
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GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING: 
The· Helping Relationship 

Paul Peter Sultana 

The words 'helping relationship' 
are often used by teachers, . counsel
lors, welfare and social workers, psy
chotherapists and doctors to charac~ 
terize their services. 

No doubt the words are meaning
ful to their users b\1t are they to 
other$? The phrase a 'helping rela
tionship' is deceptively straight-for
wa.rd;most of . us understand that 
'helping' means aiding while 'rela
tionship means some sort of 'bond'. 

Counsellors and the helping pro
fessions (phychiatry, psychology 
etc), are interested in the behaviour 
of people .,..-. living,· feeling, knowing, 
understanding people - and in their 
attitudes, motives, ideas, responses 
and needs. The helping persons think 
of individuals as people seeking to 
discover the substance of life in this 
world, seeking to feel comfortable 
about themselves and other people 
and to meet life's demands produc
tively. 

Most of us realise that a dozen 
different revolutions are taking place 
in industry, education, medicine, and 
science. They are profoundly affect
ing every field of human activity: 
transportation, communication, mer
chandizing, marketing, health, wea
ther control, the substance and struc
ture of work and home life. We live 
in a time known for its application 
of scientific knowledge and advanced 
technology. Indeed 

"The visible world is no longer a 
reality and the unseen world is no 
longer a dream" (W.E. 'Yeats.) 

The focus, nowadays, is upon the use 
of automated equipment in commu
nication, industry and education -
some label our era the "computerized 
age". In the. process man as a social 
animal is being forgotten; he is car
ried with the flow of the tide. 

Society does not seem to realise 
the fantastic and frightening paradox 
it confronts. We are able to control 
and improve everything except the 
one element that may spell the doom 
of the human race. Huge sums of 
money are spent to enable people to 
live better and longer, to enjoy 
leisure and to take full advantage of 
brilliant technology. But whether 
people survive and improve depends 
upon the resolution of man's diffe
rences with himself and his fellow 
man. It is to be hoped that while 
man's attention is directed to the 
machine, changes will occur which 
will fundamentally enrich his rela
tionships with his fellows. 

Despite technological progress, 
man's essential and perenial problems 
remain: Who am 1? How did I become 
the way I am? Am I normal? What 
is good? What is reality? Of what 
value is life? How can I be more pro
ductive? More sensible? Happier? 
Guidance and Counselling try to 
answer these, and other, questions. 
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They try to make one aware of. one
self and of one's environment and so 
become more effective and happier in 
life. This service is available in many 
Government Schools. 

What do we mean by Guidance 
and Counselling? Guidance is the 
process of helping individuals to 
understand themselves and their 
world. It is a process because gui
dance ,is not .a single event but 
involves a series of actions or steps 
progressing towards a goal. By it 
students come to know who they are 
as individuals; become aware of their 
personal identity; perceive clearly 
the nature of their person, experience 
their world, the aggregate of 
surroundings and the people with 
whom they interact, more deeply and 
completely. 

The purpose of guidance is to give 
greater self awareness to individuals 
who thus become more effective 
more productive and happier human 
beings. 

A Guidance programme offers these 
services: 

1. An appraisal service which is 
designed to collect, analyse and use 
a variety of objective and subjective 
personal, psychological and social 
date about each student for the pur
pose of better understanding students 
as well as assisting them to under
stand themselves. 

2. An informational service which 
is designed to provide students with 
a greater knowledge of educational, 
vocational and personal-social oppor
tunies so that they may make better 
informed choices and decisions in an 
increasingly complex society. 

3. A counselling service which is 
designed to facilitate self-understand
ing and self-development through 
dyadic or small group relation
ships. The major focus of such 
relationships tends to be upon per
sonal development and decision mak
ing that is based on self-understand
ing and knowledge of the environ
ment. 

4. A planning, placement, and 
follow-up service, which is designed 
to enhance' the development of stu
dents by helping them select and 
utilize opportunities within the school 
and in the outside labour market. 

Counselling is very much akin to 
Guidance - sometimes the meanings 
of the two words overlap. 'Coun
selling' is a word used by many to 
describe what they do; dictionary 
definitions stress advice and mental 
exchange of ideas. H.B. and A.C. 
English in a A Comprehensive Dic
tionary of Psychological and Psy
choanalytical Terms define coun
selling as "a relationship in which 
one person endeavours to help ano
ther to understand and to solve his 
adjustment problems" - whether 
educational, vocational or personal. 
There are, however, different defini
tions of counselling which reflect 
some of the subtle differences that 
have been emphasized or have evol
vel over the years. 

The author prefers this definition 
of Counselling: "Counselling is an 
interaction process which facilitates 
meaningful understanding of self and 
environment and results in the estab
lishment and/or clarification of goals 
and values for future behaviour". 
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The central purpose of School 
Counselling is to assist students to 
explore and understand themselves 
so that they can become self-directing 
individuals. In the security of the 
counselling relationship, the clients 
are able to explore the dynamics and 
interrelationships among their feel
ings, their values, their perceptions of 
others, their interpersonal relation
ships, their fears, and their life 
choices. From this exploration comes 
insight, self-understanding, role
clarification, planning and changes in 
beh~viour. Many School Counsellors 
would agree· that the desired outcome 
of counselling is self-realization and 
self~direction on the part of the 
student-client. 

A word· on confidentiality would 
not be amiss. School Counsellors 
knbw full well that 'confidentiality' 
- or professional secret - is sacred 

for a sound and reliable Guidance
Counselling relationship between the 
helper and the helped. Nothing, what
soever, that is entrusted in fullconfi, 
dence is divulged by a School 
Counsellor. 

The Guidance and Counselling Ser
vices are meant to help students in 
understanding the variety, depth and 
breadth of personal experiences, the 
opportunities available, and the 
choices open to them by helping them 
recognize, interpret and act upon 
personal strengths and resources. 
Their major purpose is to facilitate 
the personal development of students 
- they form the 'helping relation" 
ship' par excellence! 

Paul Peter Sultana B A., S.Th.Dip., Dip. 
Educ. (Guidance and Counselling) is coun
sellor at the Upper Secondary School, 
Valetta. 



'A' LEVEL ECONOMICS 
AND THE STUDENT 
Arthur G. Clare 

Every student who is studying 'A' 
Level subjects is expected to make 
careful and intelligent preparation. 
There are no short-cut methods to 
achieve this end. It is essential, for 
instance, to acquire first-hand know
ledge of the views of the top autho
rities on the subjects which are being 
studied. A student with limited time 
at his disposal is allowed to be se
lective in his reading but this does 
not extend to reliance on mere notes 
or 'model' answers. Moreover, at this 
level, a student is also required to 
show evidence of personal thought. In 
other words, he must demonstrate 
that he is not merely learning but 
also thinking. This calls for a critical 
appreciation of the books which are 
being read and for reflection. 

During examination time, a student 
must be on his guard against any 
form of irrelevance. It is futile for 
one to reproduce prepared material 
regardless of its relevance to the 
questions set. No credit is gained; 
much time is wasted. 'Padding' is also 
out. Students who try to show off 
their knowledge on matters other 
than those on which they have been 
asked will be penalised. Finally, 
failure to present one's views in a 
clear, logical and orderly way and 
failure to write legibly and in accor
dance with the basic rules of grammar 
are also failures to communicate and 
this weighs heavily against chances 
of obtaining a pass. 

Evidently, the foregoing applies to 
all subjects and not just to Econo
mics. The latter, however, has its 
own special pitfalls and to these we 
shall now turn. 

To begin with, one must realise 
that Economics is not an extra
ordinarily difficult subject. The dif
ference between it and other subjects 
is really conceptual, and the majority 
of students taking it are not u.nduly 
perturbed by its theoretical frame
work. Indeed, some students do 
exceptionally well, while the level of 
work of most of the others is credi
table and attests to adequate prepara
tion. However, since Economics is a 
positive science in that it avoids and 
discourages value-judgements, some 
students are apt to find it difficult to 
replace emotional opinions with sound 
logical arguments. But it is only a 
question of time before the adjust
ment is made. More serious is the 
tendency to treat economic 'laws' as 
unalterable laws of nature, whereas 
they should be regarded as tendencies 
or generalisations. Furthermore, al
though at times students exhibit an 
admirable knowledge of facts, at 
others they show a complete lack of 
understanding of the concepts under
lying the 'laws'. One often comes 
across students who do not see the 
significance or application of certain 
principles. For example, a funda
mental principle such as diminishing 
returns is sometimes treated in isola-
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tion with little regard to its applica
tion to farm and factory production 
and to the problem of over-popula
tion. This emerges from a failure to 
grasp the practical importance of 
Economics as an aid to the under
standing of human activity. When 
one loses sight of the realism of 
Economics, one begins to have doubts 
about the usefulness of the subject, 
and with doubts comes indifference. 
And it is this indifference which is 
the student's greatest drawback. 
Economics, therefore, must be viewed 
in relation to the real world~ and the 
student must always be aware of the 
implication of economic theories; 

Economics must also be seen as a 
complete entity. Sometimes students 
get lost in specific items and are thus 
not able to see the over-aU pattern. 
In this connection, it is important to 
make a distinction between the long 
run and the short run. Students do 
not always make it clear whether 
they are discussing variations of costs 
with output with a fixed equipment 
or with all factors being variable. 
They often attribute a rise in costs to 
the law of diminishing returns and 
leave it at that, whereas the law re
lates to a· specific situation in the 
short run only. Such carelessness is 
frowned upon in Economies;. it is a 
mark of weakness. Another failing is 
when students try to explain the cau
ses of a phenomenon such as Inflation 
in terms of one factor alone, whereas 
in the real world many variables. play 
a part in the causation of an infla
tionary process. 

Then there is. the prOblem of over
confidence. This is best seen when 
students are answering multiple-

choice tests. These tests, which have 
become an important part of lA' Level 
syllabuses, involve a set of questions 
called 'stems' and each, of these. has 
five 'responses'. The object is for the 
student to tick the correct response, 
that is, the one that correctly applies 
to the question asked. Here students 
too often jump to the wrong conclu
sion after a careless weighing of' the 
five possibilities; Further; multiple
choice tests are designed to test the 
student over the entire syllai)us, and 
no student can hope to do wen unless 
he has covered a substantial part of 
the set syllabus. What is equaHy im
portant is that a student should be 
able to apply and interpret economic 
concepts and data, for it is this 
ability which e1l!aminers seek to 
assess in this type of test. A stud'ent 
has to weigh each response careflllly 
before judging the correct answer. In 
Economics 'A' Level a student has to 
attain a mininmm level of compe
tence in both the essay paper and the 
multiple-choice test in order to obtain 
a pass mark. 

What we have tried to do in this 
article is to put the requirements of 
an 'A' Level student in perspective. 
These must be constantly kept in 
mind, or, better stilI, nagging at his 
elbow. But much depends on the 
goodwill with which the student him
selftackles his subject, for ultimately 
it is the student's condItion, his 
attraction' to the subject or repulsion, 
which will determine success or fai
lure. and for this we can offer no 
prescription. 
Arthur G. Clare M .Sc (Econ.) (London.) 
teaches Economia at the Upper. Secondary 
School, Valetta. 


